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Explorer, cruising near Nomuka IKI in the Kingdom of Tonga
Don McIntyre photo

CRUISE INTO PARADISE

More berthing for your buck!
Pay for 4 weeks & receive

1 week free
Use the 35 days at your leisure from
1/3/2017 – 1/11/2017
*Conditions apply

5c/L off Fuel
Pay for 3

stay for 5 on the hardstand

Use of resort facilities
Exclusive restaurant discounts
Exclusive offers from shipyard trades

Weekly happy hour at Sails Sports Bar

Mackay Marina Sales Office: Mulherin Dr, Mackay Harbour
reception@mackaymarina.com Ph: 07 4955 6855

www.mackaymarina.com

sales@southernseasmarine.com.au

www.southernseasmarine.com.au

The cover photo:

Keep an eye on TCP’s home page!

Don McIntyre’s Explorer cruising somewhere near his Island Home, Nomuka IKI.
See inside for Don’s update on Island life in the Kingdom of TONGA as well as
Is a print TCP in our future?
the latest news of the 2018 Golden Globe Race.

Attn TCP readers:
All web site and email addresses on ads are “HOT LINKED”.
Its so easy to check out advertisers!

We have had a lot to consider lately as the web has
been getting more and more hostile to independent
publishers, at least ones that annoy government
and industry... like TCP has had a knack for doing.
See articles within for more. There is even talk of
going back to print! Which we think will please
boaties.

Contributors
Stuart Buchanan, SY Pluto
Jan Forsyth, U Beaut Crew
Jon Hickling, SV Ruby Charlotte
Don McIntyre, SC Explorer
Stuart Mears, SY Velella
Bob Norson, SC BareBones
Capt'm Oddworm, SY Mariposa
Peter Positive, SY X-ta-sea 982
Sue Streeter, SY Pacifica

We thought the
picture on the right might get your attention! No,
the picture is not a bundle of TCP 86’s but a pic from
2008 when we picked up a fresh batch of TCP’s.

What’s your story?
It can’t be about you
without you!

As always, TCP very much appreciates your letters and other
contributions that provides the rich forum of ideas, issues and news.
For information on feature contribution requirements, see the TCP
web site: “contributions” page.

Weird northerlies! Will they ever end? An almost
solid month of north blasters this September; very
strange for the Queensland coast.
Caribbean sailors: Our heart breaks when we see
the images of all those wrecked yachts. Our best
wishes to you all.
Cheers,
Bob & Kay

www.thecoastalpassage.com
No registration, no “security checks”, no cookies...just FREE!

Bob Norson: publisher, editor, journalist, advertising, photographer, etc...
Kay Norson: senior volunteer, TCP format organizer and semi - retired postie.
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All text, photos and drawings in this publication are copyrighted (not to be used
without permission by author / photographer/ artist) by Robert Norson, The Coastal
Passage. Delivering contributions infers permission to print. Contributions may be
edited. Opinions expressed by contributors are not necessarily that of The Coastal
Passage, & the editor assumes no responsibility for the accuracy or validity of
information. Any party disputing facts contained within a feature are particularly
invited to respond. Be prepared to explain or reference your assertions.

Welcome to OCEAN ADVENTURE!

“Adventure is any activity with an unknown outcome.”
Sailor, Adventurer and Explorer Don McIntyre of SC Explorer joins
TCP as a regular columnist. His passion is adventure.
Photos courtesy of Don McIntyre, SC Explorer

Nothing is more certain than CHANGE!
And plans are just that!
September 30, 2017:
From the outside looking in, our Island life in the Kingdom of
TONGA sounds and looks interesting. Some could say the
perfect retirement. In fact, even I say that often. As with many
things in life however, the reality can be quite different, with
regular changes at every turn. We all face them weather we live
in suburbia or paradise. The past two months have been a crazy
rollercoaster of ups and downs and going with the flow.
It began with the fun and frustration of delayed and missing
building supplies and logistics to keep building and setting up
on our island Nomuka IKI. Then on top of a work of coordinating a HUGE party and Tongan feast for 160 people to
officially open our Marine Discovery Centre (named after the
daughter of HRH the Crown Prince of Tonga our Patron). When
you are on an island everything must come by boat and the
once a week ferry with no shops! My Mate Marcus Blackmore
turned up with his beautiful new Southern Wind 82 AMMONITE
to swim with whales and do the opening honors, accompanied
by three top marine scientists from James Cook University in
Townsville and the Queensland Museum.
continued next page...
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The whole gang opening the Marine Discovery Centre building on our island. A big day!

OCEAN ADVENTURE!
That was followed by a one-week Marine Science Voyage on EXPLORER
looking at coral bio-diversity and checking out future research sites. Then
six prominent Chinese photographers jumped onboard. They loved eating
rice and fish leaving all our expensive airfreight T-bone steaks in the
Freezer! (for us later) no complaints. They also loved breaching whales and
photographed many!

Jane front kneeling is the world's first ever Chinese whale swim guide and
only one of the Chinese team with us could swim! We all had fun in the
sun! Next year there will be two planes a week direct from China to Tonga
full of tourists!!!
The Coastal Passage #86
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The final week was spent with our friend Louise Waterhouse the Hon. Life
Vice Commodore of the Royal Nomuka Yacht Club and her brother Robbie
Waterhouse and wife Gai. What fun we all had talking horses with whales,
islands and adventure all around.
continued next page...

Left to right, Me, Robbie and Gai Waterhouse, Jane and Louise Waterhouse holding the burgee
of the Royal Nomuka Yacht Club onboard EXPLORER after a week of fun with whales and
visiting our island home Nomuka Iki in the Ha'apai group of the Kingdom of Tonga. They are all
coming to the start of the Golden Globe race next year!

OCEAN ADVENTURE!
A couple days ago I headed ashore from
EXPLORER in Pangai in the Ha'Apai group, said
“See ya later!!” to Jane and jumped an island
taxi to the coral airstrip. With a big smile I
settled into the jump seat with the Tongan
pilot of a Saab 350 turbo prop. He used to fly
the late King around in his twin radial engine
vintage aircraft and was a current serving
Major in the Tonga Defense force. He was also
one of the first men into Afghanistan some
time ago and a cool guy to boot! Looking out
the cockpit window on takeoff I saw Jane had
already set sail back to our island NOMUKA
IKI. I am away for two weeks.

world yacht races for some time. My yacht club is
the host club for this event. There are plenty of
challenges in doing this.
You are now about to read another a world
exclusive. Yes, in my last Ocean Adventure column
it was about the JOSHUA GGOD exclusive and this
issue it is announcing a HUGE development ahead of
the rest of the world for the Golden Globe Race. I
never complain about the lack of sponsors as they
are a privilege, not a right. Many of the GGR
entrants are finding this out too. As organizer I am
in the same boat and it is hard. After years of
hunting for partners to back the race we came up
with ZERO!

So began my 48 hour flight to the UK via
Dons shows off his new camera and a few spares...
There is one thing I will say about the French and
Nuku Alofa, New Zealand and Vancouver. Last
solo sailing. They truly understand adventure and
minute security Visa problems were tempered by a five-hour Northern lights
the human spirit and recognize the positive values that can create in not just
show out my window as we flew across the high arctic. The auroras were
the participants, but also the spectators. Just sometimes the world needs
below the wings and spectacular as we were up in them!!. I was the only
role models and heroes to look up to and be proud. After drinking tea in the
one watching as other slept.
UK for a few years, I am now very excited to be absorbing French passion
The last six-hour drive from London to Falmouth at night was the killer in
and love for life and adventure. This principle follows everything they are
typical foggy, rainy weather. I am here for important meetings in the UK,
doing in the region for commerce and their people. It is a breath of fresh air
France and Portugal for the Golden Globe Race. One of our biggest potential
and a real driver of their economy and their life.
backers just pulled the pin with a Dear John letter!! So once again I am the
I am smiling big time while I tell you the following…..We are going to
only one supporting the Race. My idea! My challenge and commitment to
Vendee
and Les Sables!!...Woop Woop!! This is such a HUGE endorsement
supporting adventure and so far, only My money?
of the GGR by the world's greatest Solo Yacht Racing country and region
Some may think it strange that even though I live on an island in the
that will create a strong following. We are all very excited about that. And
Kingdome of Tonga, I am running one of the most significant around the
hope other sponsors will be too.
continued next page...
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OCEAN ADVENTURE!

2018 Golden Globe Race moves to Les Sables d'Olonne, France

Dateline: Les Sables d'Olonne, France. The 2018 Golden
Globe Race, celebrating the 50th Anniversary of the original
event back in 1968/9 which led to the first solo non-stop
circumnavigation, will now start from Les Sables d'Olonne
France on Sunday July 1st 2018.
Les Sables d'Olonne, which also hosts the start and finish of
the 4-yearly Vendee Globe solo non-stop round the world race
in Open 60 class yachts, is now a partner in the 2018 Golden
Globe Race and will host a 2-week celebration to the origins of
solo sailing in the port prior to the start. The entire Council and
Mayor of Les Sables d'Olonne Yannick Moreau welcome the
Race, creating new historic links between the Vendee Globe
and the Golden Globe Race which is considered the Origin of
the Vendee.
Suhaili Parade of Sail
Prior to this, the entire GGR fleet of traditional long-keeled
yachts and their skippers will participate in a special Suhaili
Parade of Sail in Falmouth UK on Thursday June 14 to mark the
day that Sir Robin Knox-Johnston, set out to win the original
Golden Globe Race 50 years before.
This event, organized by the Royal Cornwall Yacht Club where
Sir Robin stepped ashore on his return, and Falmouth Town
Council, promises to be quite a spectacle. Sir Robin, sailing
aboard his famous yacht Suhaili, will lead Bernhard Moitessier's
famous French yacht Joshua, Sir Francis Chichester's Gipsy
Moth IV and Sir Alec Rose's Lively Lady in a Parade of Sail
around Falmouth Harbour saluted by the Golden Globe Race
skippers and many other vessels on the day.
continued next page...
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Les Sables city council voting unanimously to support the GOLDEN GLOBE RACE and bring it to Vendee

OCEAN ADVENTURE!
SITraN Challenge Race from Falmouth to Les Sables d'Olonne
At 13:45, the time Sir Robin slipped his mooring to start 50 years
before, will fire a canon from the deck of Suhaili to start the GGR
SITraN Challenge charity race to Les Sables d'Olonne with Joshua
marking the leeward end of the line. Suhaili and Joshua will also
compete with other famous yachts and their arrival in Les Sables
d'Olonne with the GGR fleet will mark the opening of the 2018 Golden
Globe Race Village two weeks before the start.
The Golden Globe Race had been planned to start from Plymouth,
England, but a fruitless two-year search for sponsorship in the UK has
led to this change of host port. Don McIntyre, the Race Chairman, said
today. “We thank Plymouth City Council and the Royal Western Yacht
Club for all their support, but with less than a year to the start, it
became clear that the uncertainties surrounding BREXIT (Britain's exit
from the European Union) has frozen minds and budgets. We are very
pleased to be partnering with Les Sables d'Olonne to host the start and
finish of the Golden Globe Race and working with them to put on a
great event.
It was the original Golden Globe Race of course that seeded the modern
Vendee Globe solo non-stop round the world race that starts and
finishes in Les Sables d'Olonne, and fitting exactly midway between the
four-yearly cycle of the Vendee Globe, the 2018 Golden Globe Race
creates real synergy for both events. One is super high tech and
commercial while the other is all about human endeavour and
Corinthian spirit. Les Sables d'Olonne grasped the GGR opportunity with
great enthusiasm and has worked closely with the Organisers to
develop a comprehensive support and logistics package. This includes a
comprehensive Race Village, Media Centre, Marina Management and coordination across the entire region.
continued next page...
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Spectator support for the Vendee Globe is world famous with 1.3million visitors to
the Race village in three weeks.

OCEAN ADVENTURE!
The Race Office will be based in Les
Sables d'Olonne for the duration of the
event. The official language will be
English with French translations and Les
Sables d'Olonne will support all finishing
yachts and organise the Official finish
celebrations. The Race Director will
speak French and English with all media
dual language.
With Les Sables d'Olonne now a lead
Les Sables d'Olonne port is the perfect venue for departure and arrival
supporter of the GGR, an Official
Presenting Sponsor is being sought along with three
It also gives the opportunity for four more to fulfil
Official Partners. Volunteers at the start and within the
lifelong dreams of sailing around the world. “The Race is
event organization, make up an important element of
limited to 30 entrants, and since we have received more
the event at a community level. A register of interested
than 150 enquiries, we don't think it will be long before
volunteers has been started. The French have real
our list is full again” says McIntyre. For further details,
passion for events like the GGR and entrants are sure to
go to www.goldengloberace.com
become heroes to many! The harbour facilities are first
class and this new Partnership with Les Sables d'Olonne
The Race in Numbers:
is a strong endorsement for the Race.
The course: 30,000 miles with 4 rendezvous gates
26 entrants (Max entry is 30)
Entry list 4 places still available in 2018 and we are
Competitors represent 14 countries
now expecting some French late entries maybe??…are
America (3) Australia (3) Brazil (2) Britain (3) Estonia
you up for it?? well maybe 2022 is better timing…I will
(1) Finland (1) France (6) Ireland (1) India (1) Italy (1)
be there!!
Netherlands (1) Norway (1) Palestine (1) Russia (1)
Oldest competitor: Jean-Luc van den Heede (FRA) 72.
Over the past year some of the original entrants have
Youngest competitors: aged 27: Roy Hubbard (USA)
inevitably dropped out but those on the Wait List
Susie Goodall (GBR) and Nérée Cornuz
eagerly filled their places. This has left a very strong list
(Italy/Switzerland)
of 26 entrants including 6 from France.
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FRENCH SOLO SAILOR LOST
SAD NEWS: Frenchman Guy
Bernardin, an amazing adventure
and solo sailor who I first met in the
1982 BOC challenge has been lost at
sea.
Guy was the organizer of the 2018
LONG ROUTE rally in celebration of
Bernard Moitessiers 1968 Golden
Globe race voyage. He was 600 miles
from America sailing to France when
all his communications stopped
unexpectedly. There was a search
started on the 15th sept. His yacht
Spirit of Briac was found about 10
days later with nobody on board by a
cargo ship. It is assumed he has
fallen overboard??...something for us
all to reflect on and sad news
indeed...
Guy was a great sailor and his own
man for sure, making some amazing
adventures in his life, including the
BOC challenge and Vendee Globe
races as well as building a replica of
Joshua Slocum's famous SPRAY and
recreating that first solo
circumnavigation around the world.

OCEAN ADVENTURE!

The Art of Adventure

The world is looking a bit crazy these days.
A good time to call Nomuka IKI in the
Kingdom of Tonga our new uninhabited
Island home.

Create mental pictures of your goals
Then work to make those pictures become realities
Exercise your god given right to choose your own direction
And influence your own destiny and try to choose wisely and well
Have the daring to open doors to new experiences
And step boldly forth to explore strange horizons
Be unafraid of new ideas, theories and new philosophies
Have the curiosities to experiment, to test and try new ways of living and thinking
Recognise the only ceiling life has, is the one you give it
And come to realise that you are surrounded by infinite possibilities for growth and achievement
Keep your heart young and your expectations high
And never allow your dreams to die
By Wilfred A. Peterson
Given to Don by his mother “Betty”
on his 21st birthday.
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The name you can rely on!

www.windslyce.com

WINDSLYCE is a range of
Full Batten Mainsail Equipment,
Mainsheet Travellers, and
Recirculating Ball products
produced by
AUSMAN ENGINEERING
and ASSOCIATES Pty Ltd.
We are an Australian
manufacturer, not a retail shop.
Founded in 1992, AUSMAN
ENGINEERING is based in
Sydney at:
Ausman Engineering &
Associates Pty Ltd
142B Bellevue Rd.
Bellview Hill,
New South Wales,
Australia 2023
Email: njl@windslyce.com
Ph: 0411 103 811
Fax: 61 2 9328 1956

REPRESENTED IN:
QUEENSLAND • VICTORIA
NORTHERN TERRITORY
TASMANIA • SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Call for a quote before you order your next sail,
You’ll be amazed at what you save!

DG Marine - Australian Distributor
www.dgmarine.com.au
dgmarine@bigpond.net.au
0438 563 164

I bought a Cheap Boat!
By Peter Positive, SY Xtasea 982

24 March: I sure did! I am no ordinary fool… yep, not me. She is thirty five feet of
shining beauty… well, not too shiny but what can you expect for $1000? I drove
a hard bargain I did. It needs just a little work but I figure a week or two
should do it.
I asked around a lot before I bought. There is a yacht club not too far
away from the caravan park where I live. I found some real nice
blokes who were sure keen to advise me when I told them I was
looking for a cheap boat. I have never seen such a happy mob,
laughing all the time!
Anyway, I took most of their advice. I bought a steel boat
painted orange, something about colour matching…
The motor doesn't work but my new friends
pointed out that any old diesel in the junkyard
can be fitted quick smart and dirt cheap.
Gee! I never would have thought of that.
And to think people pay thousands for new
ones, hey!
I don't know what all the wires dangling out
of the insides are for. I got a dozen rectangle
holes below and every one has a handful of them.
continued next page...
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I bought a Cheap Boat!
It has a funny anchor. Just a big bar like a cricket bat. One guy was
helped me out. What a jolly fellow he is! And only $10 for a big battery,
saying it sounded like a CQR (whatever that is) with the flukes rusted
I love a bargain, as you know.
off but my mates told me to not listen
to him, he knows nothing about real
9 June: I finally had to get help with fitting the
“...I went back to my mate at the junkyard
boats. They call him “Mister Negative”.
motor. I got the engine exhaust organized and
and he helped me out. What a jolly fellow
The big anchor winch doesn't seem to
conquered the cabin heating problem at the same
he is! And only $10 for a big battery...”
work but my mates insisted a charge of
time. The fuel line was easy as I had some old
the battery will fix me right up.
garden hose out back of the trailer. A couple of
small G clamps worked great to join the motor to the flange on the
I noticed all the other boats have fancy coloured covers over their sails
prop shaft and vise grips to hold it all down. I just couldn't get the fuel
but I was told this was a big scam by the sailmakers, a way to get more
to the injector thingos. The mechanic I hired said I needed a new fuel
money out of the suckers, like fries with your BigMac.
pump. I asked him why? And he said because it didn't have one….. oh…
15 April: This may take a little longer than I thought. I went to a junk
yard and asked what they had in a good motor for around a hundred
dollars. The guy behind the counter smiled and asked what make and
model it was to fit. When I told him what I was intending he laughed
for a long time! Gee, he is a lot like my mates at the club! He did find
one for me though, but it cost $200 with a limited warranty.
When I reported my success to the boys at the club they slapped my
back in congratulations but “Mister Negative” suggested the warranty
may be limited to the first metre past his door. What a wet blanket!
I had a play with some of those wires and started a small fire. No big
deal but they did evacuate that arm of the marina. Gee, they panic
easy. Might have to replace the battery? Hope not as they are
expensive things but I went back to my mate at the junkyard and he
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I rang my junkyard mate and he informed me that the warranty was
limited to what was actually attached to the motor when I bought it. I
could see his point but still would have liked a piston in all four holes
but three should do.
I was surprised to hear a new fuel pump cost so much, just a little
more than the bloody boat but I know I can always find a bargain. My
mechanic offered to find a used one for me. After looking around my
boat he understood my sense of economy and said he had one from a
1937 Bedford truck that would be close enough to do the job and only
$20! Whew! Got lucky again.
I noticed all the other boats have fancy coloured covers over their
sails but I was told this was a big scam by the sailmakers, a way to get
more money out of the suckers, like fries with your BigMac.
continued next page...

I bought a Cheap Boat!
14 July: I never could get that anchor winch working in spite of my new
used battery which fried at the attempt but it turns out that my smiling
mate at the junkyard has an endless
supply of them. What a guy hey!

catamarans. Well…. It was a monohull when we got done with it! They
make those things so flimsy nowadays don't they!

When I told my mates at the club about
the winch troubles they were unanimous
in their opinion I should just rip the thing
out of the deck and use it for the anchor!
The boat is getting better and better. I can feel it,
we are almost ready to bugger off!

I threw in my anchor but the line got
tangled in the gas bottle mount and… well
the next thing I remember was all these
people dragging me out of the water but the
police man showed up before they could do
what they were threatening. Like it was my
fault I forgot to put the motor in neutral before I started it… Geeezzz…
picky picky picky...

2 Oct: Finally the big day. I was loaded up with fuel I got from my mate
at the junkyard. He said aged diesel was best and he should know! I got
a huge gas bottle from him too. Something about past it's 'use by' but as
long as I didn't bump it around it should be OK. It even matched the
colour of my boat! 45 kg should last quite a while.

The explosion burnt off all my hair but the water cooled me down
before it really burned my skin however it did torch a dozen boats. I
don't know why they are so mad. With what I have learnt I can show
them how to get another one for less than $1500 and a few weeks of
work. No big deal, hey!

I looked outside to check the weather and there seemed to be plenty of
it so I cast off the two lines I had and then started the motor. WOW! It
let loose with a small explosion and then a huge farting noise! Before I
knew it we were going in reverse and really fast. I couldn't see anything
with the smoke so it was a good thing that 46 foot Nordhavn was parked
behind us or we could have hit the rock wall. Whew! Lucky again!

Oh well… I did get my picture in the paper so I am famous now. It was
Marine Safety Queensland that really made my day and made it all worth
while. A fellow with a big smile came out with a camera guy and
interviewed me. He said he needed a fine example of a typical
Queensland boaty and I was just the candidate he needed. He said based
on my experiences he was going to introduce a raft of new rules to make
things safer for all boaties in the state and everyone would be so grateful
to me for doing it.

“The motor stopped so being a born sailor…
I pulled the halyard up, (that's what the book
called that rope anyway)...”

The motor stopped so being a born sailor… I pulled the halyard up,
(that's what the book called that rope anyway) but only a rotten scrap of
sail came up with the rope? Hmmmm.. the wind was really starting to
move us around and now we were heading for one of those racing
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I sure look forward to meeting my old mates at the club. Just wait till I
give them the good news!

A SIMPLE TIP FOR CLEANING ELECTRONIC SCREENS
A dirty touchscreen is difficult to
view and read, especially in bright
light. Fingers leave greasy marks,
particularly if sunblock or lotion have
been used. If rain and saltwater
splashes are allowed to dry, water
spots develop. Shurhold Industries,
the global leader in boat care and
maintenance products, offers a
Clean-N-Simple Tip for keeping
electronics looking their best.

Serious Shine cleans, polishes and protects solid surfaces in one easy
step. It leaves a water-repellent high gloss finish that also protects from
UV damage, all without any greasy residue. Aside from electronic screens,
it's perfect for gelcoat, fiberglass, isinglass, stainless steel, plastic and
rubber. Down below, it's just as useful on glass, mirrors, countertops and
vinyl headliners.
Unlike cotton that smears more contaminants than it removes, Shurhold's
Microfiber Towels are a step above. Soft, plush and lint-free, they lift and
trap dirt, moisture, grease and oils. The company's three-pack contains
one for washing and cleaning, another for polishing and shining,
and a third for cleaning and wiping glass and mirrors.

To begin, turn off or lock the screen to avoid inadvertently changing any
settings. Apply a quick spray of Shurhold's Serious Shine and wipe with
a clean microfiber towel. Because the combination is so effective, it can't
get any simpler. Even fish slime and blood disappear with ease, leaving
the device looking like the day it was unboxed.
A video is at bit.ly/2wudaO0 and also on the website.

Dedicated to educating boat owners, Shurhold provides key tips
for boat value preservation at www.shurhold.com .
Inventor of the One Handle Does It All system, Shurhold
manufactures specialty care items and accessories to clean,
polish and detail.

SHURHOLD INDUSTRIES Australia distributors:

To find distributors in your country see www.shurhold.com

David Wood
Bob Littler Agencies
45 Aquarium Ave.
Hemmant, QLD 4174
Ph: +617 3907 5500
Fax: +617 3907 5599
David.wood@bla.com.au

Geoff Majer
Major Yacht Services
PO Box 620 Gladesville
NSW 2111
Ph: + 61 2 9810 7200
Fax: + 61 2 9810 0144
info@mysaust.com
www.mysaust.com
Advertisement courtesy of Martin Flory Group
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Are we entering a new dark age?
By Bob Norson

Signs of the times: our government science and
research organization, the CSIRO has recently been
revealed by The Guardian to have paid to be a member
of a mining organization dedicated to the promotion of
coal, expansion of coal fired power stations and to
refute the warnings of climate change. Your tax dollars
at work. Just an example.
When was the last time you trusted anything the
government said or did and you felt your vote meant
anything?
And now the cute little distraction of the postal ballot
for the freedom to marry whoever you want that is not
binding on government….maybe just to remind you
how powerless you really are? Is democracy in
Australia a fiction? Or are issues handled backstage by
something I will call the Government-Industrial* Cabal
(GIC). Cabal = “A group with a secret plan to achieve
an evil or illegal end” - as quoted from the thesaurus
of Corel.
No less an authority than author and ex-spy, John Le
Carre warned recently in a speech in London that there

is a rise around the world of governments that are as dangerous as the fascists of the
thirties. “Something truly, seriously bad is happening and from my point of view we have to
be awake to that.” He was speaking of western democracies.
HOW??
He who writes the history/controls the information wins.
The library and museum of Alexandria in Egypt was the greatest repository of knowledge
and history in it's day. It survived attacks from the Roman emperors but was finally wiped
out by the Coptic pope, Theophilus and Muslim invaders around the year 500AD. (see
Wikipedia) The following 1000 year period that was dominated by those destroyers is called
the dark ages for a reason.
The web may be more important than all the knowledge of Alexandria was in it's day but
through subtle changes in regulations by the GIC, Google was handed control of it. Originally
search engines were required to indicate results that were paid for. When that regulation was
relinquished the world changed. Now Google can show or not show anything it wants and it
appears to be a bidding process. Whoever pays the most wins and who has the most
money? The GIC. Foes of the GIC can be suppressed and or discredited on the web.
Websites that are mere GIC propaganda vehicles can be dressed up and given first page
status to sell whatever is useful to them. If you run a search now and get results based on
relevance and popularity, it is probably because the GIC isn't interested in the subject. (for
more on the controversy of the monopoly of Google and others, see news section this
edition)
What kind of social changes should we expect from this control of information and ideas?
*mining, chemical, pharmaceutical, etc.
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Forum Continues:
TCP website was one of the early victims of web suppression when many TCP
pages of reports concerning abuses by Australian Customs disappeared from
first page search results of “Australian Customs” (and all subsequent pages
as well) overnight (2007). TCP sent a fax to Google USA questioning if they
were paid to do that and TCP did not receive a reply. And who would the
client have been? The Australian government has been revealed to be
manipulating the information on the web on a scale exceeding almost any
other country. The Wikipedia scandal of 2009, was an example when it was
discovered that our Department of Defense was one of the biggest editors of
information on the site. (over 5000 edits) But Google remains the biggest
enabler.
TCP website remains under-represented in search results and pages that are
listed appear to be selected to divert or confuse. Certainly not related to
performance. All this in spite of the fact that www.thecoastalpassage.com
averages over a half million hits per month in spite of interference. What is
astounding about TCP statistics is that most of the people who visit the site
come direct from typing in the url address, “direct request” accounted for
over 55% of April 2017 results. Over a Gigabyte of download every day from
over 1000 visitors per day. Most of those hits are to pages or publications
authored or edited by Bob Norson, a name that is all but invisible on a web
search. There is more but that should make the point. Is this interference
illegal? In Europe I would assume not from recent court decisions there but
in Australia? Good question.
See next page of this article for copies of our actual website statistics.
It has also become apparent that out website, hosted by a reputable firm in
the USA, has difficulties in loading pages for many people in Australia in
particular. There is no technical reason for that. The opposite. TCP website
pages are built to be small files that load quickly.
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After the first few issues of TCP (2003) it became apparent that we were
onto something bigger than expected. The web was new then and free.
It was determined then that the web was the future of TCP because it
could be done with less constraint of dependence on commercial
advertising but TCP underestimated the ruthlessness and fear of our
government and did not anticipate the corruption of the web search and
social media industry.
So now, very ironically, it appears print is the only media left that can be
distributed without that kind of interference, BUT, as most readers know,
print media has taken a big hit because Google has sucked up the
advertising budgets of their print competition by selling something that
they don't pay a cent to produce! They sell your “private” information;
web producers work product and the perception of popularity and
authority on behalf of anyone with money to spend, including neo Nazi
Holocaust deniers as exposed by The Guardian newspaper not long ago.
Newspapers and magazines all over the world are struggling to survive,
especially ones that have independent editorial positions, while the Cabal
funded “ALT” sites prosper.
In short. The web has become a corrupt entity. We were wrong and a lot
of people we talked to have been right. They never liked the web (with
some exempted functions they have on their phones) and want their
printed TCP back and would be willing to pay for it but is there any hope
for the web?
Maybe!… There are moves being made. The EU recently fined Google
billions. Google had skewed search results for a service they were
providing that they copied from other established companies. The EU
determined they were acting as a monopoly and competed unfairly.
continued next page..

Forum concludes:
Now an interesting one is brewing in the USA as politicians are concerned
about the dark funding that Google and FaceBook get for political ads
when ads in traditional media must be attributed and costs acknowledged
as in Australia as well. . This is not to mention the juggling of search
results and auto-completion features that are apparently for sale.

How much did Russia affect the last US election? Google and FaceBook
may know, but no one else does.
Producing for print is much more work and a lot more cost than for web.
But we are thinking about it... and invite comment or ideas.
mailto: mail@thecoastalpassage.com

Usage statistics for www.thecoastalpassage.com - April, 2017
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News
n
Views

Big digital - Dangerous monopolies?

we know who you are so watch it!

by Bob Norson
In the USA, every time a television station sells a political ad, there is a
record, a public file saying who bought and for how much. Australia has
requirements to track responsibility for ads.
When Facebook or Google sell a political ad, there is no public record of
that sale. The Trump administration is not concerned though. According to
The Guardian, a “Russian Influence” spent over $100,000 US at Facebook
in last US election and most feel that money is “tip of the iceberg”. Former
White House Aid, Steve Bannon called for Google and Facebook to be
regulated as a public utility, just before he was fired.
Both sides of American politics are getting worried. Progressive politicians
like Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth Warren have said that digital companies
like Google and Amazon were “trying to snuff out competition.” In August
the liberal New American Foundation fired a scholar who had argued
Google was a monopoly. Google CEO Eric Schmidt was a prominent
Clinton supporter, and had donated heavily to the foundation.
It can be dangerous to warn of the consequences of not acting against Big
Digital.
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Luther Lowe,
Vice
President for
public policy at Yelp and a vocal critic of Google, was quoted in the
Guardian, “This is not standard monopoly abuse. When a dominant
information firm abuses its monopoly, you get the same negative
effects of reduced choice and higher prices as in other
monopolies, but democracy and free speech are also undermined
because these firms now control how information is accessed and
how it flows.” (editors emphasis)
Yelp filed an anti-trust complaint against Google, alleging that it is
wrongly “scraping” Yelp's content, and Facebook has come under attack
for allowing advertisers to target content to users interested in topics like
“Jew Haters.”
Both sides of Australian politics are reported to have used FaceBook and
Google for political purposes and the government is reported to have
spent “millions” on Google.

DELPHIA YACHTS and POWERBOATS
Delphia 34 A new model for 2014 and a modern
innovative yacht with many desirable features.
The hinged transom door either closes the transom, or
opens to be a boarding/swim platform.
Incredible amount of storage in the head for a boat this
size, which of course has a hot and cold water shower,
moulded easy wipe down surfaces, and is quite spacious.
There is excellent storage and plenty of working counter
space in the galley. Storage lockers and under deck
shelves in the saloon have hinged locking doors. Even a
wine locker under the table.
Two private cabins with double beds and hanging lockers.
Very well thought out and engineered, these boats handle
easily, are stable and responsive to the helm, and are a
delight to sail. CE "A" class rated for 6 in offshore or blue
water sailing.
Ask for more details and photo's.

TOWNSVILLE SLIPWAYS BOATSALES

07 47214472
0415 495 507
seacraft@bigpond.com
www.nqboats.com.au

DELPHIA YACHTS and POWERBOATS
DELPHIA ESCAPE 1350
Modern advanced underbody on this 44ft
displacement cruiser results in a very easily
driven hull with reduced bow wave and excellent
economy.
The decks have high bulwarks to keep the
youngsters feet on board and a flared bow to
keep the foredeck dry. A 4 blade prop behind the
115HP Nanni and a bowthruster to aid
manouvering in tight quarters is standard.
Three double bed cabins, spacious saloon/galley,
Corian benchtops and much more.
This well equipped boat has to be the best value
for money boat of its type available.
Ask for more details and photos!

TOWNSVILLE SLIPWAYS BOATSALES

07 47214472
0415 495 507
seacraft@bigpond.com
www.nqboats.com.au

“Hunt is on for the killer who shot this monster Queensland crocodile”
Or…
“Responsible citizen shoots 5.2m crocodile near Rockhampton”

News
n
Views
by Bob Norson
The contrast in headlines for the same event reveals the conflict between
the outlook of Brisbane based media and a source from croc country.
The “monster” croc was found floating with a large caliber hole in his
head in the Fitzroy River 21 September. The Brisbane news source
reports this will cause public danger as younger crocs fight over the now
abandoned territory, but TCP has not been able to confirm how that
would be the case. Talking to fishermen familiar with Queensland waters
suggest a vacancy could be encroached by various competitors on all
sides and fights over territory may be reduced as pressure for hunting
area is relieved. And it is thought any danger due to competition will be
among the young competitors, not humans.
However the Brisbane media stated, “The discovery of the crocodile's
body near Alligator Creek has promoted warnings to locals to be more
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Queensland Police Photo
vigilant about the dangers of crocodiles in the area.” Easy to say.
Operations Director Michael Joyce of the Department of Environment and
Heritage Protection Conservation and Biodiversity was quoted as saying,
“People need to clearly understand that the death of this animal has
changed the balance of the crocodile population in the Fitzroy and we can
expect increased aggressive activity by younger male crocodiles. That's
because they will be competing to take the dominant position which is
now vacant. I cannot stress strongly enough the need for all river users
to be aware of the risks and to be Crocwise.”
TCP would advise caution where ever these monsters are protected and
supports culling in areas where they pose a danger to humans. Further,
TCP calls on the government to cease importing crocs into such areas as
has been revealed in past (Townsville and Sandy Strait).

Is Australia the officious country?
comment by Bob Norson
Many of you have heard of the
fire aboard the “Spirit of 1770”
(a large high speed catamaran,
that did day trips from The Town
of 1770 to Lady Musgrave
Island). The ship was lost and
passengers and crew were
rescued.
While talking to a mate a few
days ago he told me a tale
relating to the event that didn't
make the news. The following
can not be corroborated unless
the fisherman is willing to speak of it and probably not as this state is
known to be vindictive and a fisherman's future is only as secure as their
state granted license. This would not be published except in this case
because so many people have had experience with over officious
Australians that it has the ring of truth and that becomes the point.
So true or not, here we go…

The Spirit of 1770 in better days

To refresh the reader with the facts as reported by the News Mail paper:
On may 11 last year the tour ship caught fire about 10 miles off 1770, in
an engine compartment that spread, forcing the vessel to be abandoned.

Bob Norson photo

There were 42 passengers and 4 crew aboard. Passengers were mostly
older Chinese, many who could not swim. At about 1600 they had to
jump in the water and board life rafts. The first of them made it to shore
at 1770 marina about 2100, some not getting in until two hours later.
According to the News Mail of Bundaberg, “Passengers were stuck on
life rafts from shortly before 4pm until late in the evening until
they were finally transferred to a crabbing boat and a VMR vessel.
It's yet (un) known why it took that amount of time to get the
passengers to shore.”
So here is what TCP heard...
continued next page..
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“Officious country?” continues...
TCP heard this from a mate: The skipper of the crabbing boat told him
that he heard a mayday and responded to it but when he arrived a VMR
boat instructed him to not take on victims as a proper passenger boat
was on it's way from Gladstone. The VMR boat only took a few people as
regulations limited their capacity. After waiting for about 2 hours with no
other boat showing up, the skipper of the crabbing boat decided he had
had enough and went in to start loading his boat with grateful people to
take to 1770.
If that account is true those people spent hours exposed and frightened
in the rafts while boats stood by and it could have been worse if the
fisherman hadn't pulled the pin.
The victims were wet, cold and seasick. Only a few had more serious
injury. Hospitals treated many as hypothermic and dehydrated.
It is well worth reporting that the people and businesses of 1770 and
Agnes Waters turned to, to do everything possible for the victim's health
and comfort, impressing victims.
The mate who spoke of the fisherman's version of events above, also
mentioned a debacle in a boat yard down south in Queensland where a
tractor used for pulling boats up, was instructed to install a roll cage for
the drivers safety! Seeing as the tractor was never operated at speeds
greater than 2 miles an hour, the yard balked and the Workplace Health
and Safety mob relented.
One of my own experiences: Caught red handed rinsing out a 1 inch
paint brush of acrylic house paint by the harbour, two young rosey
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cheeked EPA
types threatened
me with huge
fines but figured
they might let
me off but to
continue the job
I was doing the boat must come up on the slip. My response was, “You
mean you want me to tell Tommo (the fishermen who ran the slipway at
Tweed Heads at the time) I have to clog up his slipway so I can finish
painting the two steps to my galley? Righto! I can't wait!” They knew
Tommo and mumbled something and wandered off.
And my recent experience? While talking to sailors from the USA and
Europe in the Philippines, it is apparent most avoided Australia because
of cost and officiousness. Australian officials are world famous.
Australians are generally so accommodating and reasonable…. so where
does the government get these people? Do agencies select personnel
that will become officious with opportunity of authority? Famous sailor
Joshua Slocum was surprised at the officiousness in Melbourne when he
arrived there. They took enough money off him he had to put his boat on
display and charge a fee to tour it to keep going.
Australia has long had a problem with “officialdom” but a resurgence
seemed to take place about 15 years ago. Virtually everyone I talk to has
a story, shaking their heads!

The Marinas
By Sueby
Words
Streeter,
Sue Streeter,
SY Pacifica
SY Pacifica
Photos by Caranne Moore

Newport Marina the "Friendly Marina”
Redcliffe Peninsula City, located at the northern end of Moreton Bay, is
surrounded on 3 sides by 20 kilometres of sandy beaches and scenic
parklands, with background views of the spectacular Glasshouse Mountains.
Nestled in a residential canal estate on the peninsula, the Newport Marina
offers a peaceful, quiet and clean environment, the safe location ensuring
protection from severe storms.
Access is via a well marked deep water channel with navigation leads from
Deception Bay. Queensland's capital city Brisbane is 40 kilometres south,
linked by road via the historic Hornibrook Bridge.
The Redcliffe Peninsular contains all the attributes of a city of 8 suburbs,
with all facilities at your fingertips. A restaurant, grocery shop and bottle
shop are within 300 metres of the Marina.
The local bus service route runs past the Marina, linking passengers to the
Kippa-Ring shopping centre, and the suburban train station all stops to
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Brisbane, which links rail and coach travel to the Gold Coast, city suburbs,
interstate and north as far as Cairns. The Brisbane Airport also is easily
accessible by road, rail or bus approximately half an hour south of the
Peninsula.
The Marina has 188 berths to suit all vessel sizes including multihull, is
liveaboard friendly, and will welcome long or short term stays to cruising
folk. A picnic area with a gas barbeque for social gatherings is a welcome
extra facility. Power and water is supplied to all berths. Mod ern ablutions,
four each showers and toilet for ladies & gents, plus 24 hour laundry access
with dryers and outdoor clothes lines, gas bottle refills, ice and internet
access, contribute greatly to your needs.
The office is open seven days a week, supplying photo copying, fax machine
and mail service. High priority is given to security levels with daily security
patrols, security gate access to berths and a secure gated carpark seven
nights a week.

continued next page...

The Marinas
Overview of Berth Rates
(incl. GST) - as at August 2017
Monohull 12m: $48 per day - $148 per week $559 per calendar month - $1473 per quarter $2841 per half year - $5364 per annum.
Multihull 12m: $73 per day - $222 per week $838 per calendar month - $2210 per quarter $4261 per half year - $8047 per annum.
Live aboard rates (incl GST) apply to all persons
over the age of 12, and are currently as follows:
Per Month: 1 person $206 - 2 people $260 3 people $321 - 4 people $380 - 5 people $439 6 people $493
Three phase power is metered and charges
passed to the berth holder
Pets are permitted only at the discretion of the
Marina Manager.
Contact for Newport Marina:
Office is open 7 days per week, 8.30am - 5pm.
Marina Manager: Vic Mans
Ph. 07 3203 5855,
Email: info@marinalife.com.au
www.newportmarina.com.au
158 Griffith Road, Scarborough, Qld.
continued next page...
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The Marinas
Maintenance and/or Repairs in the area:
All trades plus Chandleries and Boat Sales offices
are represented at the Marina, with business cards
available at the office for choices. Welding,
grinding and heavy sanding jobs are the exception,
with ample local haulout facilities at Scarborough
Marina, which caters for monohull boats only with
its 35 tonne Travel lift. Haulout and return fee for a
12 metre vessel is $435, pressure wash $105, and
hardstand fee $70 per day.
Rivergate Marina and Shipyard, located in the
Brisbane River, provides travel lift and hardstand
facilities for monohull and multihull vessels up to
80 metres long, 8.5 metre beam, and 300 tonne.
105 berths, 24 hour security and deep water access
on any given tide are all new for an east coast
marina in Australia. POA Ph. 07 3907 1600
Rivergate's Shipyard includes a 12,000sqm
hardstand; 75 and 300 tonne travelifts; and 320
approved contractors in over 20 trades. caters for
vessels up to 13 metre beam and 600 tonne.
Ph: 07 3348 5600
Info@rivergate.com.au
Www.rivergate.com.au
continued next page...
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The Marinas
Spinnaker Sound Marina, located at
Sandstone Point in the Pumicestone
Passage at the gateway to Bribie Island,
approx. 10nm north of Newport Marina,
offers very competitive rates for their travel
lift, which takes vessels up to 17 tonne and
beam of 4.6 metres. When approaching by
sea, our coordinates are 27° 4'11.59"S and
153° 8'9.87"E. The marina entrance is 0.4
nautical miles northwest of the Bribie
Island Bridge.
Airdraft of the Bribie Island Bridge is
approximately 7 meters at lowest tide and
5 meters at highest tide.
Ph: 07 5497 5511 or contact on
info@spinnakersoundmarina.com.au
www.spinnakersoundmarina.com.au

Redcliffe Coast Guard QF3 is the
local VMR,
Ph: 07 3203 5522
Coverage for VHF radio channels:
16, 73, 81, 21 & 67
Weather is broadcast daily on VHF
Ch 21, at 0615, 0915, 1215, 1415
& 1615 hrs
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Sue
Photo by Maureen Griffith

Now based at Cairns, Sue has owned Pacifica for 15
years, and moved on board to live in 2010. Pacifica is
Sue's 4th sailing boat. The first 2 were with partners,
the 3rd was an 8 metre Quest which Sue kept in
Moreton Bay, Redland Shire. Sue has sailed as far as
Thursday Island group, onto to Gove in the Northern
Territory, and from Cairns as far south as Bundaberg.
She regularly makes trips to the reef and loves the
Cairns area because, as Sue says, “We are so close - a
day's sail there and back - to coral cays and The Great
Barrier Reef.” Sue retired last year after 30 years in
real estate doing property management. She has
started the business Marina Berth Swap in 2015
(www.marainaberthswap.com), which she hopes
will take off to benefit cruising folk.

www.marinaberthswap.com.au

www.marinaberthswap.com.au

An excerpt from “The History of the Percy Isles”

The White family
TCP Note: Many know of Andrew Martin of Percy Island fame, but the owners of the lease before
him, the White family, who owned the lease from 1921 to 1964 were quite important in the
history of The Percy Islands.
The following is an excerpt from Jon’s book. It is a brief overview of each of the Whites who
lived there. There is much more in the book of 422 pages about the Whites, such as clippings
from newspaper articles, stories from visitors on the island when the Whites lived there and
many more photos. If you are intrigued by the history of The Percy Islands buy the book! You
won't be disappointed!

Henry Bevis White
Born in Dorsetshire, England. Henry was the son of
a Church of England Minister. He was educated in
public schools and was a graduate of London
University. As a young boy, Henry was raised in the
Spen Valley, the very heart of the heavy woollen
district of Yorkshire. It was here, that Henry grew
to appreciate cricket and rugby. His father often
took him to watch the matches.

Henry White & daughter Dolly in Canada. Circa 1920
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In 1887 there appeared in the Century magazine a
series of articles dealing with cattle ranching in the

north-western states of America. Theodore Roosevelt
who later became the President of the United States
wrote these articles. They left a deep impression on
Henry's mind and he decided that cattle raising "offere
an inviting method of earning a livelihood.”

In 1889 Henry, together with his wife Ethel, immigrate
to Canada. They sailed the Atlantic Ocean in the S.S."
Vancouver" arriving at Quebec. Henry tried his hand a
gold mining, venturing to the Yukon to join in the 'Gol
Rush', but was unsuccessful so made a living shooting
Caribou and sold the meat to the miners.
continued next page...

e History of the Percy Isles”
He then worked on horse ranches to raise the
money to buy cattle for the property he had bought
in Manitoba on the Saskatchewan River.
In 1906-7 a severe winter killed tens of thousands
of cattle. Henry said "On my own ranch, I counted
no less than 28 dead cows under a single
cottonwood tree, whilst in places along the river
bank it was possible for one to walk for hundreds of
yards by merely stepping from carcass to carcass."
The cold, harsh climate and this devastating loss
eventually sent Henry, his wife, daughter and two
sons looking for a warmer climate.
They moved to New Zealand where they tried sheep
farming, again the climate was too harsh for them
and Henry started looking for greener and warmer
pastures. It was while on a sailing trip in Australia
up the Queensland coast that Mr. White first saw
Middle Percy Island. He fell in love with the island
and decided he would like to spend the last years of
his life on its shores. The family moved to the island
in 1921 having bought the lease from Bob Turnbull.
The homestead that was on the island was Colonel
Armitage's old house, and it had been virtually
unused since the Colonel sold the lease around
1919. The white ants had eaten a lot of the
structural timbers, so Mr. White decided to pull the
house down and start again. Some of the old timber
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was re-used and some cut from timber on the island
but a lot was brought from the mainland. The main
stumps are Blood wood trees cut some distance
from the house site and dragged by horse and sled.
Mr. White was a strict father; he didn't like
machinery on the island, and forbade his sons
(Harold and Claude) to have an outboard motor for
their dinghy. This meant that the boys had to row
the eight miles to South Percy to check on the
sheep they ran there! It wasn't until 1938 after they
had built their own boat 'Islander', that the boys
were able to sail. They also ran sheep on nearby
Marble Island, 19 miles to the south, together with
friend and ex-lease holder Bob Turnbull.
In 1942 Mr. White became very ill; his foot turned
gangrenous and had to be amputated. The mainland
doctors refused to operate saying his condition was
so bad that they wouldn't take the risk. Finally, with
no other options open to them, Dorothy his
daughter performed the operation. He survived for a
year after and died in Mackay on April 14th 1944.
He had resided on Middle Percy Island for 23 years.
With Claude, away in the air force, Harold and Dolly
had the job of returning Mr. White to his final
resting-place. The undertaker in Mackay had the
coffin loaded onto their boat the 'Islander', and
Henry Bevis White made his last crossing of the
Coral Sea.
continued next page...

Henry White recovering after his daughter Dolly
amputated his leg. Circa 1943.

e History of the Percy Isles”
Once back at the island, Dolly and Harold
had to off load the coffin, put it on a sled
behind the horses and then make the 2½mile trip up the road to the homestead.
They buried him not far from the house,
where his tombstone can still be seen
today. All three children had a great love
and respect for their pioneering father and
he was deeply missed.

Ethel White
Born in Sheffield, Yorkshire in 1872.Ethel
Annie Mitchell migrated to Canada with her
husband, Henry Bevis White. It was in the
State of Manitoba where she gave birth to
their three children, Dorothy, Harold, and
Claude.
She suffered ill health due to a thyroid
problem. She was operated on, but never
fully recovered from this illness, which
affected her for the rest of her life. Ethel
died in 1951 aged 79. She was cremated
and her ashes are in an urn set in the
family's memorial stone on the headland
above 'False Creek' Percy Island. Ethel
meticulously kept a diary of the goings on
in her life; she started writing from a very

early age. After Ethel's death Dolly decided
the diaries were too descriptive and
revealing about the family and she
destroyed them. No pictures of Mrs. White
have yet been found.

Dorothy Turnbull nee White
'Dolly' White was born in Winnipeg,
Canada in 1900. She went to school there
and, after graduating, worked on her
parents' cattle ranch near the
Saskatchewan River. Dolly is quoted as
saying: "I had set my heart on becoming a
solicitor and at that time it almost broke
my heart to give up a long-cherished
ambition."
Her father, Henry Bevis White, loved the
outdoors. To him life in the wide-open
spaces astride a good horse was the only
existence worth living. Dolly inherited his
love of horses, adventure and open
country. On the vast tracts of land
bounding the Saskatchewan River she
learned to ride with the skill and verve
attained by few horsewomen.
continued next page...
Dolly with new Kelpie pups.
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e History of the Percy Isles”
The Whites moved from Canada to New Zealand, where
they tried sheep farming. From New Zealand, they then
moved to Australia to Middle Percy Island. Henry and Dolly
were the first of the family to move to the island in 1921.
The mother stayed on the mainland with Dolly's younger
brothers Harold and Claude, until the rebuilding of the
Armitage's homestead had been completed.
Over the years, the pioneering life style moulded the three
children into active and capable adults. Dolly being the
eldest, was looked up to as the leader. She became
proficient at shearing sheep, training sheep dogs, milking
goats, shooting, fishing, gardening and training the
workhorses as well as many other skills.
In 1942 her father became seriously ill; because of his
injury he developed gangrene of his right foot. For 18
months, he was in constant pain, Dolly was at his side day
and night. The doctors refused to amputate the foot
because of his age and weakened state, frightened that
the shock of the operation would prove too great and
ultimately kill him. Six months later and after much more
intense suffering Henry White begged his daughter to do
what the doctors refused and cut off his now fetid foot.
Dolly didn't want to do the operation, but her father's
intense pain and pleas for compassion finally decided for
her. She had no surgical instruments, or anaesthetics, so
the operation was crude.
continued next page...
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Dolly was an excellent markswoman.

e History of the Percy Isles”
She removed his right leg at the knee,
apparently using her father's cut throat
razor and a meat saw they normally used for
butchering the sheep and goats. They had
no anaesthetic so Dolly used large quantities
of brandy. She severed the leg gradually,
over a period of days, a little bit here and a
little bit there!
Henry survived this rural operation
eventually dying from heart failure in 1944,
a year after Dolly had performed that
incredible operation.
Later that same year Dolly and the love of
her life Bob Turnbull finally got to be
together they had six happy years together
before his untimely death in 1949.
Life wasn't easy for Dolly who now had the
hard task of looking after her mother Ethel,
whose illness had now deteriorated. Old Mrs
White, now bedridden, kept Dolly running
after her every whim. Quite often Mrs White
slept during the day, but at night would ask
Dolly to read to her from newspapers or
from books. These nocturnal readings would
last until the early hours of the morning
when Mrs White would finally doze off. Dolly
kept this up until her mother passed away in
1951.
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Another of Dolly's many talents was Morse
code. All the family were proficient at it, in
the early days they had no such thing as a
radio, or even a wireless, so they used to
communicate with the Pine Islet light
keepers, whom they could signal to off the
homestead veranda using Morse code.
A flagpole in front of the homestead was
used to signal to Pine Islet. One flag flying
meant they wanted to speak to the light
keepers. At night, they could flash signals by
light, during the day a heliograph was used
(a mirror to catch the sun's rays).
Dolly only left the island twice a year or if an
emergency arose. She was content with her
island life, but no doubt missed her husband
terribly.
By the late 1950's the family decided it was
time to sell, they were all starting to feel
their age; the physical work the island
demanded was proving too much. They had
the lease up for sale for several years,
almost being sold to a group from England
who called themselves "Utopians" but the
sale fell through at the eleventh hour.
continued next page...

Dolly baking bread.

e History of the Percy Isles”
It was during this same time in 1964 when
Englishman Andrew Martin arrived on the scene and
bought the lease. Dolly and her brothers could
finally go live on the mainland. They all moved to
Mackay, happy to spend their twilight years in the
town that had always been their nearest major port.
Dolly holds the residential record of 43 years, 8
months and 10 days on Percy Island.

Harold Percival White

“...we felt guilty and realised that we had
better do something about Peter.”

Harold was 10 years old when the family bought the
lease of the island in 1921. The fresh air and
physical lifestyle suited him and he grew into a
strong and capable man. Harold had a natural gift
when it came to making things. He had craftsman's
hands and an eye to match. It was Harold who
instigated the building of their yacht "Islander". He
also built many large wooden dory's.
He was an expert shearer, he was reported as
having sheared 150 sheep in one day using only
hand clippers, and would have done more had not
sister Dolly set him a limit. They clipped about 14
bales of wool annually. Harold made a forge and
became quite a proficient blacksmith. He made the
wool-press in which the fleeces were compressed to
make the bales.
continued next page...
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Harold shearing sheep with hand shears

Horse & sled was for many years the Whites only mode of
transport, their father forbidding any machinery on the island.

e History of the Percy Isles”
The completed bales were taken down to the
beach by horse and sled, two bales at a time and
stored at the 'Telephone shed' that still stands at
West Bay today.
The 'Burke Steamers', a well-known shipping line,
transported the wool bales to Brisbane. The bales
were loaded very carefully, as it was important not
to get them wet, the trip out in the dinghy with a
large cumbersome bale with a bit of a swell
coming in the bay was quite precarious.
In 1938 after completing the building of their boat
"Islander", the family used her for work and
pleasure. From hauling sheep between the islands,
up to a hundred in one trip, not bad for a thirtyfoot boat! They went turtle spearing and shark
fishing, and of course socializing at nearby Pine
Islet light station.
On one occasion Harold made an emergency dash
to the mainland with a sick Pine Islet light keepers
wife. Mrs Bradley needed urgent medical attention,
and the lighthouse store boat wasn't due for
another week. Harold had to anchor at the Beverly
Group of islands on the way to Mackay to give Mrs
Bradley some respite, but they continued the next
day, arriving safely, and Mrs Bradley was whisked
to hospital.
continued next page...
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Harold & Claude aboard “Islander”

e History of the Percy Isles”

Harold preparing a turtle spear.
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Harold was incredibly agile.

e History of the Percy Isles”
After selling the lease of the island in 1964
Harold, Dolly and Claude all moved to
Mackay, where they bought separate houses
to live in. Harold set up a workshop under his
house and started making model lighthouses,
which he sold, to yachtsmen, friends and exlight keepers. He was a respected and wellknown character among the Mackay
community. He remained un-married and died
of cancer in 1987 aged 76.

Claude Eustance White
Claude was 6 years old when the family first
came to the island. He was a quiet lad, a bit
of a dreamer. As a child, he loved to spend
hours exploring the lagoon and mangroves,
watching the wildlife, fishing and walking the
coastline. Being the younger brother Claude
accepted the role of the underdog. The
'underdog' was also the name given to the
man in the pit during pit sawing, a position he
often had while they built the "Islander". The
underdog would always get sawdust in the
face on the down-stroke of the saw. Claude
was a capable man, full of laughs and smiles,
yet happy to keep in the background.
As young lads keen to earn pocket money,

Harold and Claude would climb gum trees
between November and December to look in
hollows for young white cockatoos. They
would feed them until they were a good size
and then sell them to the crew of passing
ships for 10 shillings each.
Both Harold and Claude spent various times
away from the island. During the war, Claude
was in the R.A.A.F. as an engineer but due to
his isolation as a child he had missed out on
all the usual diseases such as mumps,
chicken pox etc. His time with the R.A.A.F.
provided a perfect opportunity to catch them
all! Harold was exempt from service as he
was in charge of the farm.
After the war, Claude would leave the island
each year to work at the Farleigh sugar mill
near Mackay. He had a 2nd class steam
ticket, which was needed for his job of
operating the steam winch and boilers.
He had a pet flying fox (fruit bat), which he
named after Elizabeth Taylor. "Lizzie" was a
pet for 11 years and went with him to the
mainland when they sold the lease of the
island. Claude would often get second glances
as he rode his bike around Mackay with
"Lizzie" hanging off his jacket.
Claude in the Telephone Shed, circa 1975

continued next page...
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Photo courtesy of Hugh Buckley

e History of the Percy Isles”
Claude was fifty years old when the family sold the
lease to Andrew Martin in 1964. After they moved to
Mackay, and his sister Dolly had passed away, Claude
bought a 23ft. yacht, which he called the
"Northumberland". In 1977 Claude began sailing to
Middle Percy and spending up to six months a year,
mooring his boat in the lagoon. As the yachting
seasons became busier, Claude craved more peace
and quiet. This, combined with Andy building the jetty
in the lagoon, caused Claude to seek a quieter spot so
he built a small cradle at 'False Creek' half a mile to
the north of West Bay where he could relax in peace.
After Claude suffered a stroke, he stopped sailing out
to the island. The stroke, combined with the death of
his beloved dog proved too much.
The last few years of Claude's life were plagued by
medical problems. His long-time best friend who had
worked on the Pine Islet stores boat, Col Hodgkinson
and wife Olive, looked after him better than most
families would. Claude died in April 1994 in Mackay
aged 79. Col was with him at his bedside. Claude's
last words before he died were "So long Col, thanks
for everything." 15 minutes later he passed away. His
ashes, along with brother Harold, their mother Ethel,
sister Dolly and her husband Bob Turnbull, are held in
a memorial overlooking 'False Creek' north of West
Bay, Middle Percy Island.
Claude, Harold and Dolly sharing a meal with a friend.
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‘Past to Present’ A History of the Percy Islands and “Living in
the 'Out Front' of Australia" is now available at Middle Percy
Island and “Living in the 'Out Front' of Australia" from Apple
iBooks as an ebook, priced at $24.99
A NOTE FROM BOB:
For those that aren't familiar with the history. Jon, Liz and family have played an important part at one of the
most fascinating sailing destinations on the planet. Middle Percy Island has seen it all. To get an idea of the
history of the place, see the TCP website: www.thecoastalpassage.com/thepercystory.html
Also, the world's sailing community needs to recognise the work that continues on the island by Cate and John
to preserve the magic. When you step ashore at West Bay, you tread on sailing's holy ground.

A stack of hand made history books ready
for delivery to Middle Percy Island

Living in the ‘Out Front’
of Australia
Jon is printing and binding
these books - here are a few
photos he sent.

and

‘Past to Present’
A History of the Percy Islands
can be purchased by emailing Jon at:
rubycharlotte@hotmail.com
‘Living’: $65au inc gst plus s&h
‘Past to Present’: $75au inc gst plus s&h
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Wok and Woody (Warwick and Janelle - left) are the driving force behind the success of Whitsunday Ocean
Services. With their extensive experience in the region, they are able to assist you with any enquiry or need you
may have in the field of inflatable boats, inflatable life jackets, liferafts, marine safety equipment, and protective
finishes.
Whitsunday Ocean Services is the leading provider in the Whitsundays for all your inflatable boat, liferaft, marine
safety equipment and protective coating needs.
Whitsunday Ocean Services is the authorised distributors for: • Barefoot inflatable boats • Achilles inflatable boats •
AB Inflatable boats • RFD liferafts, safety equipment and services • Wattyl protective coating and marine products •
PPC permanent painted coatings • PPG coatings
Whitsunday Ocean Services is the Whitsunday's only Authorised Service Centre for RFD Liferafts, EPIRBs and
inflatable life jackets for both marine and aviation. Whitsunday Ocean Services is a CASA approved centre for
aviation and NOW have FULL SOLAS approval for international shipping. They can conduct your routine servicing
and certification, as well as repairs and renovations.
Conveniently located right in the heart of the Whitsunday region at Jubilee Pocket in Airlie Beach, Whitsunday
Ocean Services' well-equipped sales and service centre can carry out your service and repair requirements quickly
and expertly. Drop in to our service centre, or give Whitsunday Ocean Services a call.

www.whitsundayoceanservices.com.au

info@whitsundayoceanservices.com.au

Whitsunday Ocean Services is the Whitsunday's only Authorised Service Centre for RFD Liferafts and EPIRBs.
We can conduct your routine servicing and certification, as well as repairs and renovations

Whitsunday Ocean Services
17 Loop Road, Jubilee Pocket
Airlie Beach QLD 4802
Phone: 07 4948 1366 Fax: 07 4948 1377

Spice Islands Darwin Ambon Yacht Race 2017 a great success!
By Clair Hall
Photos courtesy of Clair & Brett Hall
and Murray Kelman

Wow what a race! The 2017 Spice
Islands Darwin Ambon Yacht Race is
done and dusted for another year. The
race took off from Darwin on 5th August
with a fleet of 18 yachts across 3
divisions and over 100 sailors heading
north to Ambon, Indonesia.
As usual the start was plagued by light
winds. The spectator boat was full with
160 people in addition to those on the
shore and a Navy Patrol Boat that all
turned out to see the race off from
Stokes Hill Wharf.
As the battle began yachts crisscrossed
through the harbour for many hours.
The light winds continued into the night
making for a tough night (and following
day) at Cape Fourcroy for most with the
breeze finally filling in north of the Tiwi
Islands.
continued next page...
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Darwin Ambon 2017
The IRC Racing Division had 5 yachts that had
all travelled north from Fremantle after
competing in Freo-Bali & Darwin-Dili in the
weeks and months prior. Walk on the Wildside &
Endorfin were neck and neck straight off the
start line. Regular Sue Sea also competed with
a mixed crew that included 2 locals from Ambon
who are now sold on the sport of sailing! Racing
was tight most of the way with the bigger boats
making their way West. Walk on the Wildside
eventually finished with line honours and a
hero's welcome including fireworks & dragon
boats complete with drumming and music.
Endorfin took out 1st place on corrected time in
their first race.
Cruising Multihull also had 5 yachts competing,
most of whom were new to the event this year
with an interesting mix. They all had a hard
time on the first few days with very little breeze
heading to windward. Only 2 yachts managed to
sail the whole way. Vitamin B took out both line
honours & corrected time. Special mention must
got to Prime Mover that hosted 2 local Ambon
sailors on the voyage, one of whom was
attempting a Guinness World Record of reading
1000 poems in 6 languages along the way!
There was also local yacht Psuedorca sailed by a
group of marine scientists heading north to
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study the prolific marine wildlife that can be
found amongst the Indonesian Archipelago.
Cruising Monohull with the largest fleet of 8
yachts and possibly the closest racing across all
divisions… Mango Madness & Wallop battled it
out from the start line. After crossing the line
within 5 minutes of each other in 2016 they
were both prepared for an epic race with a few
other contenders such as the visiting Isuelta
from Townsville and Colie, the Hanse 575 that
just trucked in a breeze. After 3 days of not
losing sight of each other Wallop suffered a
wrap around the forestay and had to pull into
Damar for a few hours to send someone up the
rig and sort it out. Once fixed they continued
racing to Ambon and still managed a tidy 3rd
place! Without Wallop to contend with Mango
Madness was on a roll and managed to take out
both line honours and corrected time.

Vitaman B leaves Darwin Harbour

At the other end of the fleet there were two
Mottle 33 (Our Philosophy & Pandora) both
hosting a local Ambon sailor each and having
their own battle. Eventually the lack of breeze
got the better of them and they decided to
motor to Ambon so as not to miss the party
finally arriving on Friday.
continued next page...

The crew on Mango Madness

Darwin Ambon 2017
All yachts were greeted with fireworks at the finish line
and a welcoming party of locals on the Jetty as they
came ashore complete with food, drinks and a taste of
the local wine “Sopi”. Once in Ambon as usual the
locals really laid it on and the hospitality was
overwhelming. There were games with the locals with
great crowds turning out to watch Australia VS
Indonesia (unfortunately we lost them all!). The famed
Dragon Boat Race had mixed crews from each country
and they had us paddle almost to town so that as
many people as possible could watch (a long way for
some unfit and weary sailors).
On Friday some sailors travelled across the island with
the Ambon Sailing Community to visit Laha Village,
where they went to local schools, chief hut and had
lunch with the King and many locals. It was an
amazing experience and great to see where the
donations collected would be delivered and how they
can help.
The Ambon City Government hosted a Welcome
Ceremony & Presentation that were both very grand.
On Saturday night as we returned to Amahusu after
presentation we were met by a mass crowd that had
gathered for the rock concert on the beach. This was
hosted by the Seni Beta Foundation and really was
amazing with music continuing into the wee hours on
Sunday.

continued next page...
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Skippers welcoming ceremony

Darwin Ambon 2017
As the many crews departed Ambon via planes the
skippers and remaining crew took locals motor
sailing around Ambon Harbour, possibly the most
popular activity of the week. Now as most of us
return to work they have begun the amazing sail
home via many of the beautiful islands that
Indonesia and the Maluku has to offer. I you
haven't done this race yet you had better put it on
your list.
The local hospitality is unrivalled, racing is close
and the Archipelago is some of the best cruising in
the world. A race not to be missed.
The Spice Islands Darwin Ambon Yacht Race is
hosted by Dinah Beach Cruising Yacht Club and is
sponsored by the Northern Territory Government &
Ambon City Government. The race has been
running since 1976 and over the years many
sailors have built strong relationships with the
locals which is what makes this event so great.
For full race results and more information
contact info@darwinambonrace.com.au or go
to www.darwinambonrace.com.au to submit
an Expression of Interest for 2018 and be
added to our mailing list.
Next year's race will start on 4th August
2018.
continued next page...
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An Ambon local with hopes to crew next year

A “day sailor” goes “racing”
By Joy Eggenhuizen,
Vice Commodore, Dinah Beach Yacht Association
Having been a recreational 'day sailor' around Darwin Harbour for
many years, I was keen to explore further and jumped at the chance
to crew on Finally, skippered by Neville Gill, taking part in the Spice
Islands Darwin to Ambon Yacht Race in August. This was an easy
process via the Race website with skippers and crew being matched
and introduced - just like Tinder but more fun!
On the morning of Saturday August 5, 18 boats with a total of
around 160 crew gathered in front of Stokes Hill Wharf in Darwin for
the start. We were joined by quite a few spectators, both on the
water and on the wharf, as many friends, family and interested
onlookers farewelled the fleet. The Dinah Beach Cruising Yacht
Association hosted a number of VIP guests, sponsors and friends on
the Spirit of Darwin cruise vessel, and we were also honoured to
have the Navy Patrol Boat “Larrakia” alongside.
Light winds presented an early challenge for many as we made our
way out of Darwin Harbour and north toward the Tiwi Islands, but
really isn't any day out sailing a great day, regardless? The light
winds gave us calm seas which gave us the opportunity to revel in
the company of a large pod of dolphins that played around the boat
for more than 30 minutes. It was hard to determine who was having
the most fun, them or us!
continued next page...
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Finally’s crew. Joy is at the back.

A “day sailor” goes “racing”
The winds picked up as we headed into the Banda Sea which gave us the
chance to fly the spinnaker for a good long run.
As we approached Ambon the rain settled in and low cloud embraced the
island. This diminished our view of the landscape but we were still able to
make out the mountainous islands and the colourful buildings dotted
throughout the tropical flora.
Crossing the finish line at the community of Amahusu, we were greeted
by a fireworks display and a warm welcome by race control. It was easy
to pick up a mooring close to the beach and it didn't take too long to
receive visits from Customs, Immigration, Quarantine and Port
Management. Once cleared, we jumped in the tender and headed ashore
to check out the sites of Amahusu and Ambon City.
The welcome we received from the local community was way beyond
expectations! The people of this small, poor village are rich with
generosity of spirit and their wide friendly smiles and genuine interest in
us was humbling. During the five days we were there we met so many
children and adults and many of us made new and firm friendships that
will continue way beyond one yacht race.
A highlight for us was a visit to a local school that had been arranged by
the Race Community. The race organisers had also worked with some
schools in Darwin to get their students involved in donating school
supplies, and ten boxes of stationary and other useful items were donated
on behalf of the race. The school children all came out to meet us and
performed some traditional dances and showed us around their school,
this was an experience that will stay with us forever.
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The support and welcome we received from the Ambon City Council was
also amazing, with the Vice Mayor hosting all skippers and crew at his
home for Presentation Night, complete with a fantastic spread of food and
drinks plus live music.

My experience on and post-race was nothing short of incredible and I am
already looking forward to taking part next year. If you've ever thought
that this might be for you, I say 'do yourself a favour ' and block the dates
in your calendar now. Next year's race departs from Darwin on Saturday
August 4 and you can find all you need at www.darwinambonrace.com.au

Lou Ray Joy, crew on Twitch &
Steve Peterson, Skipper of
Prime Mover meet the school kids.

Mango Madness crew with local kids

www.dbcya.com.au
Proudly organised
by
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and sponsored by:

www.thecoastalpassage.com

Dinah Beach Yacht Club - your one-stop pit-stop in tropical Australia
If you're thinking of travelling to tropical Australia, there's a unique yacht
club you should visit for repairs, re-stocking and connection with like-minded
sorts. Nestled in the inner harbour in tropical Darwin, Northern Territory,
Australia, Dinah Beach Cruising Yacht Association specialises in providing a
range of DYI opportunities for the cruising yachtsman.
This down to earth quirky club, 34 years old, offers hard stand sites (with
option to reside), careening poles, pontoon access, showers, laundry and a
basic workshop. There are two marine chandlery shops and other specialist
marine equipment stores within walking distance. It also has a relaxed open
air licensed premises open seven days and a kitchen, affectionately named
the Galley, which has just undergone a big refurbishment with new caterers
and a new menu. Live music three times a week provides a great backdrop
for social engagement.
Another strong point of this Club is its strong community focus its members
are marine folk with years of experience that provide local advice,
professional services, look after their mates and welcome visitors with the
promise of stories to share. Visiting membership for 28 days is available at
the bar free if you are a member of another yacht club outside Darwin or
only $20 if you are not.
The Club also runs the wet season race series from November to March and
the international Darwin to Ambon Yacht Race each year in August.

Visit www.dbcya.com.au for more information
and ask for a DBCYA burgee when you depart!
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www.goodoldboat.com

www.audioseastories.com
www.goodoldboat.com

www.audioseastories.com www.goodoldboat.com

www.audioseastories.com

www.goodoldboat.com

Turn a Deaf Ear
By Stuart Buchanan, SY Pluto
The experts tell us that excessive loud noise over a period of time can
irreparably damage our hearing. They say that earmuffs should be worn
while using chainsaws, brush-cutters, jackhammers and other loud power
tools.
I don't know, I've given my ears a bit of a bashing during my lifetime
and I still have perfect hearing - even though my wife thinks otherwise. I
must admit, I've often thought that being deaf would have a lot of
advantages. You know, when you're lying in bed at night trying to sleep
over the noise of barking dogs, loud music from a nearby riotous party, or
some brain-dead moron doing doughnuts on the bitumen a few kilometres
away.
And you couldn't care less about pulling up at traffic lights beside a
carload of yobs who are attempting to enter the Guinness Book of Records
by producing the maximum sound ever created by mankind from a car's
stereo. Or when you unintentionally cut someone off and they start
screaming obscenities at you - you wouldn't hear a word.
You'd think that, as a yachtie, being deaf would have many
disadvantages. It would mean you wouldn't hear every nuance of the wind
or someone on a racing yacht screaming “Water! Water!” at you. But on
the water, as on land, I've come to realise there are many advantages to
being deaf - even half deaf.

Pluto docked at the Little Ship Club on North Stradbroke Island

My mate Lawrie Kavanagh is deaf in one ear, a result of a round exploding
in the chamber of his rifle when he was out pig shooting more years ago
than he cares to remember. But Lawrie reckons being half deaf is good;
when he's at a function and someone he doesn't like comes up to speak to
him, he just turns his deaf ear to the person and doesn't hear a word that's
said.
A few years ago, Lawrie was sailing with me in my ketch Pluto. It was a
miserable day; there was very little wind and the rain was bucketing down.
continued next page...
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Turn a Deaf Ear
It had been a long and tiring sail. Both us were sitting in the cockpit
like a couple of drowned rats. It was about six o'clock at night when we
entered the channel to the Burnett River and blindly made our way from
beacon to beacon. Bundaberg Port Marina didn't exist in those days, so
we had planned to anchor just upriver from the Burnett Heads' boat
harbour.
The rain became torrential, reducing visibility to the extent that we
couldn't see the lit red and green beacons that mark the entrance to the
harbour. Earlier that day we had logged on with VMR Bundaberg. Just
as the rain eased slightly, VMR called to ask our position:
“We're just outside the boat harbour,” I replied.
“Where are you intending to anchor?” VMR asked.
“Just upstream from the boat harbour.”
“Well,” VMR answered, “we're in the harbour beside the Bundaberg
Bluewater Sailing Club, and their pontoon is vacant at the moment. If
you like, I'll ring them to see if you can moor there overnight.”
“Thanks VMR, that would be very much appreciated.”
A few minutes later, VMR advised that permission had been
granted. The rain became torrential again, reducing visibility to a few
metres.
“I'll put on our outside floodlight,” VMR said. “As you come through
the entrance, head directly for the light, the pontoon is just to the left
of it.”
“Thanks VMR.”
Five minutes later we were safely tied up to the pontoon, which was
about 10 metres long and had a lean of almost 45° to seaward. We
made our way through the rain to the clubhouse, had a hot shower and

went over to the bar for a drink. Lawrie usually drinks rum with a dash of
water, but this time he ordered just rum. He added the required amount of
water from the heavy drips of rain that were leaking through the ceiling
onto the bar. We decided to stay at the club for dinner. We had no sooner
finished when an old bloke came over to our table.
“Are you off Pluto?” he asked.
“Yes,” I replied.
“Look,” he said, “I've got my catamaran moored in the harbour. Three
mates are coming up from Brisbane to sail out to Lady Musgrave with me
and we'd like to load some gear onto the yacht. Could you move Pluto up a
bit so we can tie up behind you?”
“Yeah, sure,” I answered. “What time will they be here?”
“About nine o'clock.”
We returned to Pluto and moved the yacht along. Fifteen minutes later
the catamaran tied up behind us. Lawrie immediately hit the sack, his good
ear resting on the pillow. I soon followed.
At eleven-thirty I was awakened by boisterous laughing and shouting;
obviously the yachtie's mates had arrived. Lawrie continued to snore his
head off. The four men didn't load anything as simple as an overnight bag
each and a few cartons of beer. Oh no, they spent three noisy hours
loading what sounded like a thousand fathoms of anchor chain,
refrigerators, dozens of empty 200 litre drums and various lengths of metal.
Lawrie, with his good ear buried deep in the pillow, slept through it all. I
eventually dropped off an hour after they left and awoke two hours later to
the sound of Lawrie whistling and looking obscenely refreshed. I felt like
death warmed up.
continued next page...
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Turn a Deaf Ear
A day later we anchored off Kingfisher Bay.
While ashore we were invited out for a sundowner
on board the schooner Saudi Princess owned by
Jack, a mate of mine. Around eight o'clock, Lawrie,
who was yawning his head off, said he'd like to go
back to Pluto.
“Yeah,” I said, “I suppose we should go back and
have some dinner.”
“I don't want anything to eat,” Lawrie replied.
“I'm just going to bed.”
“Well,” I tell you what,” I said to Jack, “I've got
some chicken breasts I was going to cook tonight,
so why don't you come over to Pluto and have
some dinner?”
“OK,” Jack replied, “thanks very much. I'll
bring a bottle of red.”
As soon as we boarded Pluto, Lawrie unrolled
his sleeping bag and climbed into his bunk, his
head less than 20 centimetres from the stove.
Within a minute he was sound asleep. Above the
noise of Lawrie's snoring, I put on a Pavarotti tape
of opera arias, started to cook dinner, while Jack
cracked the bottle of red. Pavarotti began singing
the well-known “Nessun dorma” aria.
“I love that piece of music,” Jack said, “could
you turn it up a bit? It won't disturb Lawrie, will
it?”
I nearly choked on my wine.
“No!” I spluttered.
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With Pavarotti singing his guts out, chicken fat
splattering in the frying pan, and Jack and I trying
to talk above Pavarotti, Lawrie's snoring didn't miss
a beat. It seemed ironic that “Nessun dorma”
translated into English means “none shall sleep”. It
certainly didn't apply to Lawrie.
There are other times when being half deaf
would be good. Like when you're moored at Half
Moon Bay Marina north of Cairns and you're
startled out of a deep sleep at two o'clock in the
morning by a Jumbo jet missing the mast-tops by
centimetres on its approach to the Cairns airport.
Or when you're anchored in some quiet creek and
can't sleep because of the noise from another
vessel's generator.
Being half deaf can also save your marriage fair dinkum. Years ago I remember hearing an old
couple being interviewed on radio regarding their
recent seventieth wedding anniversary. The
interviewer asked:
“What do you think is the secret to the
longevity of your marriage?”
The old bloke thought for a while and then
answered:
“Frequent single-handed sailing trips and failing
hearing.”
Uh, oh, what's that I hear? I think it's my
wife calling me - something about when am I going
to mow the lawn. I'll just sit here and pretend I
can't hear her. You never know, it might work.

Stuart
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Master and commander
By Jan Forsyth, U beaut crew

OBEYING ORDERS
I'm up to my neck baking bread, flour up to my elbows kneading away when
the rather loud and intrusive command pierces my reverie. It's urgent and I
must drop everything to assist up on deck. I shake off what flour I can, rinse
my hands, pick the goo out of my fingernails, wipe off the excess water and fly
up the companionway and onto the deck.
There he is shaving a lump of wood down the stern on the fish cleaning board.
“Could you hold this for a minute please?” Of course I oblige regardless of my
bubbling yeast, disintegrating by the minute and the oven that will probably be
ready to bake pottery by the time I return to insert the bread.
Another time I have the urge to clean out the food lockers. Everything must
come out from the dark cavern that hides our stores. Some I fear that are long
forgotten and disintegrating. There may well be life evolving in the old rice and
flour containers, I think to myself as I dig deep. I cover the floor and bench
tops in all sorts of interesting containers from the locker, ready for
investigation. Then right in the middle of my work my Commander pokes his
head down the companion way to inform me he has invited people over for a
coffee and am I ready to put the kettle on?
I often wonder why my work is never quite as important as the
‘Commanders'. Even if I am preparing a meal, which is pretty high on the
Commander scale, I still must leave all and run to do his bidding.
continued next page...
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Master and commander
Why does he need me so much when he is doing his stuff I wonder? And if
I say to myself. No he's not; he really wants me to get into the water, dive
I called him to assist me while he was involved would he drop everything? I
down and scrape any growth off the prop.
posed this mystery to him one day and his calm and logical response was:
“I work to keep us afloat.” What can be said
“No, let's wait shall we? The next anchorage will
about that?
“...I was in no mood for fruitless commands. So have cleaner water where I'll be able to see what I'm
doing.” I find with my commander's commands, if I
I just said “NO!” Dead silence. ”
CHALLENGING A COMMAND
present a logical argument to convince him to
counteract his demands he sometimes concedes.
Who would dare?
But does he really need me or am I just a panic button? For instance early
the other morning when we were “up anchoring” I had to run to the anchor
locker to lay out the chain. No complaints here as we did have a large
amount of chain out. Down the companionway I rush, through to the
forward cabin, up on the v bunk to access the anchor locker, unclipped the
door and obeyed the command. However, when I received the command to
go back to the helm, as most of the chain was up, I bolted the locker,
jumped down from the high V bunk, washed the salt and mud off my hands
from the chain, climbed the companion way and was about to grab the
wheel when the command came to go back down and pull on the chain as it
had stuck.
This meant I had to carry out the process in reverse, but as I hadn't yet
had my obligatory cuppa I was in no mood for fruitless commands. So I just
said “NO!” Dead silence. Then I heard a curse and a tap on the anchor
winch foot switch - problem solved. Without my help.
Then there was the time when he enquired; “Can you check the prop?”
He can't go in the water as he has scratched a midgie bite which has
become infected, and understandably the salt water would extend the life of
the infection. I look down at the water, a sea of turgid mud, swirling around
the large bay; some say crocs inhabit these waters. He's got to be kidding,
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IDENTIFYING LOCATIONS
“Where did you put my ………” whatever it is he is looking for and has
forgotten where he put it. Once again the crew must drop everything to
search. Inference and innuendo boil in the air that I have hidden the said
object just to annoy him.
We have to walk through his movements for the past twenty four hours,
until he remembers that he took his pen up to the cockpit, away from its
home at the side of the computer for reasons only he knows and I don't.
I hate this particular pen; it is black, cheap and has a nasty habit of
migrating. One particular day when I went to grab it to fill in the log book it
had gone, so I found one of my pens that sit in a pen holder on the saloon
table and proceeded to insert the day's doings.
Half an hour later I hear a murderous yell, I rush down to him where he is
sitting at the navigation table gazing in disbelief; log book open at the day's
page, his face the colour of puce. I have used a blue pen, and all his
previous entries are black.
continued next page...

WORK SPACE
How I hate our maintenance days. There are many tools and instruments
that grind and hum on our boat, and they all live under seats. Seats that
have been lovingly covered in sheets and sprinkled with colourful scatter
cushions all working together to provide a tasteful and harmonious décor.
However, when access to the lockers behind and under the seats is required
the whole scene is moved into chaos.
Cushions are flung, sheets are shed and seats upended, tool boxes dribble
their contents in careless disarray and the entire saloon, galley and nav area
look as though we have come through a typhoon.

Every surface has the potential as a work area. Galley bench tops, cockpit
table, fish cleaning board but the best one of all is the bed. Now I love my
bed which is a queen size bunk on which I like to tuck colourful sheets and a
soft light bed spread.
When I see this precious space, lovingly decorated used as a stinking work
bench it is just all too much. I rant and rave, threaten the worse possible
promises and sulk for an hour. I cannot slam a door, as we don't have any, I
can't pop out in the car and roar off, or even cry on a girlfriend's shoulder, I
just have to fume alone in silence. There is just nowhere to run when the
bloody commander commands his work space.
continued next page...
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Master and commander

REVEILLE

Up at some ungodly hour to get underway. He is a morning person, unfortunately the crew is
not, and never the twain should meet. At least until the first strong, invigorating cup of muddy
coffee is consumed. He has no understanding of the marvellous benefits of that first cup, but
he has so much energy and very early in the morning, energy that runs on water; God help the
crew if he did like coffee.
The orders come fast and loud and land on fallow ground. I am very happy to obey but not
being fully able to compute at 0600 hrs some of his orders fail to reach their mark. Then the
“Martyr” is let loose. Oh God save me from Martyrs! “Don't you worry I can get us underway,
you go back to bed.” As if! Hurt and hurried he begins to perform all the tasks of up anchoring.
I respond at first by obeying his command and returning to bed. However, I am made of
sterner stuff, and anticipating the day ahead if I failed my master's commands I head for the
anchor locker to lay out the chain. He tells me later that he could have managed without my
help. “I know you can manage, but isn't it much easier when I am there to assist?”
CONCLUSION
The commander has taught me a great deal of seamanship during our somewhat tempestuous
years on the sea. I still can't master the bowline, especially on entering a marina where you
need a looped rope in a hurry, but I can navigate, prepare a meal in a storm, fill the water
tanks, and crash the dinghy.
Life with all the commands is not easy but all being said, I do hold my commander in high
esteem (he may read this) obeying most of his orders from morning to night with grace and as
much dignity as can be mustered in adverse situations.
There is of course that very rare occasion when I choose to rebel, but “hey” where can you
find the perfect crew?
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Afloat and Adrift begins on the West Coast of Australia
when a discontented career woman begins to question
what life should really be about, she makes a
courageous change that sets her adrift from financial
and personal security.
Moving to the east coast of Australia, and then on to
New Zealand, she searches for answers.
But it is in the South Pacific, when she becomes part of
the world of oceangoing yachts and the people who have
made the sea their home that she finally finds what she
is looking for.
In this adventurous but somewhat dangerous world,
maintaining her place sets new challenges, and she
almost loses everything she has gained.

Afloat and Adrift is now
available direct from the author.
Email:
janforsyth707@gmail.com

marjili@yahoo.com.au

Support YOUR TCP!

Dear TCP Readers,
Now in its 14th year The Coastal
Passage has been successful
because of its focus on telling the
real stories about real people on
real boats and issues real boaties
find interesting and important.
From what we hear and from what
our web statistics program tells us,
there must be many of you that get
a lot out of the paper too. If you
are one of those, how about
contributing a little support for
your paper.

OR spend your money with TCP
advertisers and tell them this is
your way to support TCP!
Cheers and happy boating!
Kay and Bob Norson

For details on sponsoring TCP see:
www.thecoastalpassage.com/sponsorTCP.html

Macho without the mess

A TCP “Classic”

By Capt'm Oddworm, SY “Mariposa”

The white-hot tropical sun was just reaching its
zenith as our dingy bumped to a halt at the
base of the crumbling seawall. I tied her off to
the rung of a rust-blistered ladder, dubiously
clinging to the ruined barrier, and climbed up to
a broiling esplanade. The flat stretch of
concrete uniting these tiny keys shimmered
before my eyes in dream-like waves. Beyond
this artificial viaduct a great shallow pool
shimmered, seductively stretching off to a soft
blue horizon. There was no one about. No
birds wheeled through the haze-bleached
heavens. The untroubled waters rested slick
and silent as oil.
To my right, the verdant dome of the higher
key undulated with the heat. Close on my left,
the lower key looked stark and prickly, and
terribly over-exposed in the dazzling light. One
lone tree stood out, darkly distinguishing itself
from its brittle companions and casting the only
shadow in sight. And in that shadow stood a
man. He was clearly not a native. His baggy
shorts, stubbly beard, and Tillie-hat marked

him as a cruiser. I gave him a nod and he
flicked a quick wave at me. Then I turned to
help my wife, Sandra, as she scrambled to her
feet at the edge of the seawall.
“Holy Moly it's Hot!” She huffed, opening her
little umbrella against the sun. Then she
looked about and shrugged.

“Well…, which way now Bwana?”
“Good question” I said, miming her pose. “I'll
bet that fella over there knows something.”
She squinted behind her sun-glasses and
headed over. We made our introductions and
discovered that, like ourselves, he too was an
American cruiser searching for the offices of
officialdom. His name wascontinued next
page... Hennery. A few minutes later, with
formalities and banal niceties out of the way,
we got down to a very serious discussion:
FISHING.
I had been going on at length, as I've been
known to do, when Hennery made this startling
revelation.
continued next page...
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Macho without the mess
“I uh…, don't go fishing. I mean um…, fish. Ya know?” He was looking at
Wow! We were all a bit shocked at the vehemence of my analysis or was it
the ground, studying the dirty toes protruding from his sandal. “Like never.”
an attack? I was prepared to swing if he leapt at me but it didn't come to
He offered, as if I didn't get it.
that. He stared for a moment, mouth a-gap in utter amazement; then he
“Never?” I asked. I didn't get it.
slumped as if I had actually hit him.
“Yeah,” he stammered. “I don't even own a rod-n-reel, or gaff, or anything.
“Yeah,” he said at last. “That about sums it.”
I guess I should be ashamed but…, well…: There
it is.”
Now I felt abashed. I wanted to reach out to
“You, Hennery, are a Man! And more to the point,
He gave a lame little shrug and avoiding my eyes, you are a Man-With-A-Boat! Fishing is Manly;
him, to ease his mind and restore his faith in…, in
gazed off beyond the white concrete griddle to
what? I didn't exactly know because basically, I
Boating is Manly.”
the cool blue plane of the sea.
believe in the underling truth of my proclamation.
Since I am a Man with a Boat, I am obligated by
I felt incredulous. How could this fellow dare to make such a pathetic
gender to fish. It goes along with going to work; supporting my family;
statement; and before perfect strangers as well! Did he not have the
defending my country; and not wearing my sister's fuzzy pink jumper. It's a
decency to lie? He doesn't fish - ever? It was beyond my imagination. My
package deal.
embarrassment for the poor schlemiel stunned me into silence. The
seconds dragged by.
(At this point in my tale I feel it only fitting to warn my dear readers that,
should you happen to be a woman, sensitive liberal, or limp-wristed pansy,
Ironically, Sandra's curiosity was picked.
it is time to return this publication to the rack from which you nicked it, and
“But why should you be ashamed?” She asked. “I don't understand.”
walk away. There are some things you will never understand.)
“Ya know, you're right.” He said, returning to animation. “I don't know why
I said that. Why should I apologize? Funny thing that…, isn't it?”
Now, on behalf of us Real Men, I further press my point.
They smiled at each other while my mind reeled. It was too much for me
If I lived in the bush I would be obliged to hunt. In fact, executing that
to bear any longer, so I lowered the proverbial boom.
masculine duty nearly landed me in jail. No Kidding!
“I'll tell ya why you should be ashamed!” I snapped. “You, Hennery, are a
Man! And more to the point, you are a Man-With-A-Boat! Fishing is Manly;
Boating is Manly. And deep down inside you suspect that by not fishing you
are failing as a man and now you have revealed that failure and are at risk
of being judged a pathetic whuss and possibly a homosexual to-boot and
you know it!”
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I wasn't actually living in the bush at the time but I did find myself holedup in a rotting little shack on the muddy edge of the great Floridian swamp,
The Everglades. I think the place was intended to house slaves, but with
emancipation and all that, it became available to low-rent tenants like
“yours truly”.
continued next page...

Macho without the mess
Anyways, the infamous three-meter tall Florida saw-grass had encroached
stifling little box-in-the-sun, sweating through my shirt, when the
upon my yard, completely swallowing my little cabin, forcing me to hack a
thunderbolt struck me: The golf course!
path to my doorstep. Finding ones way to my portico was somewhat
reminiscent of wandering through a mid-evil maze - which was fun - and the
It was so perfect; I couldn't believe I hadn't thought of it sooner. I was
soft green light diffusing through my grass covered windows spared me the
living in the “Land of the Eternal Golf Game”, with over a score of courses
expense of curtains. Something about living so
within an hour's drive of my shack. And I had
close to nature, with all those weeds and vermin
“...if I managed to find a deer, or hog, or what ever, heard tales of early morning sportsmen
scurrying about, put me in the mood to shoot
and shoot it; I'd have to bleed and skin the stinking confronting whole herds of deer as they grazed
something.
on the fair-way.
thing and drag it back to my cabin on foot..”
But the only “somethings” close at hand were
the neighbours annoying old terrier and their even more annoying teen-aged
son. It stood to reason that if I actually shot either of them, well….
So I sat in my doorway, rifle in hand, and waited for a more appropriate
target to wander down my jagged green approach track. But nothing
happened.
The days passed slowly in that steamy breathless swamp, and in the
timeless Zen-like void I began to contemplate my options. It occurred to
me that I could go out into the swamp and possibly scare-up a deer, but the
potential threat of lethal snakes and colossal alligators cooled my
enthusiasm. Then too, if I managed to find a deer, or hog, or what ever,
and shoot it; I'd have to bleed and skin the stinking thing and drag it back
to my cabin on foot. I could just imagine all the fleas and ticks leaping from
that infested carcass as it cooled. I'd be the only warm body around the
only host. “No,” I reasoned. “There must be an easier way.”
It has been said that genius is “ten percent inspiration and ninety percent
perspiration.” All I know for certain is that I was sitting in the doorway of my
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It was easy to picture: The dawn horizon
blushing softly in anticipation of the day: harsh white shafts of sunlight
piercing the woods, painting the meticulous lawns in a patch-work of light
and shadow; the forested boundaries receding into silhouette; and the
beautiful dun coloured deer, wide-eyed and cautious, sniffing the cool
morning air.
I could almost feel the tranquillity of the scene; not a sole stirring; no hum
of traffic on the inter-state; just the sweet sent of Morning Glory, the
twittering birds, the deer and I. Did I mention the rifle?
So I phoned the low-cost municipal golf course and booked a Tuesday
morning reservation for one - complete with electric golf cart for easy
carcass removal. Then I began searching for some clubs.
Since I wear a beard, I do not golf. And naturally, since I ride a motor
cycle, I don't associate with those who do. But persistence paid off and I
finally found and old bag with a few antique clubs in which to hide my
weapon. Tuesday came and I was off.
continued next page...
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As this is a fishing story, I will spare you the unsavoury details which
ensued. Suffice it to say that I will not be returning to the glorious state
of Florida any time soon.
And so, I found myself on this parched Islamic
atoll expounding upon the virtues of Manhood
before my somewhat indifferent audience of two.
Hennery was crushed and my dear wife was
eying me as if I were a raging beast. But I knew
she was far too feminine to understand; so I
ignored her and changed the subject.

We had been off-shore for over two weeks and despite the fair weather, I
was completely exhausted. Sprawled out in the cockpit, barely able to muster
enough discipline to stand up and scan the horizon for ships, I began to
contemplate catching fish. How could I not? After all, I am a Man and blah,
blah, blah….
The conditions were too good to pass up, but
the prospect of actually landing a thrashing sea
monster, throwing slime and blood over virtually
every thing, spraying my rails and seats,
washing the decks in slippery crimson…. I knew
that even my cockpit awning would take on a sickly red pox as the insensate
beast beat out his death throes in his own gory muck. Well, it all seemed a bit
much to deal with. First I would have to skin and filet the creature, and bag
him up for refrigeration; easily accomplished in port but a lot of hassle on a
rolling boat. Then would come at least an hour of soap and brush work.

“I knew that even my cockpit awning would take on
a sickly red pox as the insensate beast beat out his
death throes in his own gory muck.”

We located a group of young soldiers lounging near a dilapidated shed
who, with sheepish grins and pointing fingers, directed us toward the
Customs and Immigration buildings. We had a nice time in the Maldives.
Half a year later and three thousand sea miles away, I began re-playing
my encounter with the hapless Hennery when it suddenly dawned on me
that I had already solved his baffling moral dilemma. The answers came
slowly, drip by drop, until a cascade of clarity rushed through my brain.
Here is how the mystery unravelled itself:
The sun was high and the Trades were puffing gently, sliding Mariposa
along her rhomb line at a comfortable five knots. It was what one might
call a “perfect” sailing day; the kind of day we dream about but so seldom
get. Cottony little cumulus lambs danced across a rich blue sky as the
barometer recorded a slow but steady rise. And so it was a perfect fishing
day as well.

I was in a dilemma, willing my body to stand and break out the tackle while
reproaching my compulsive foolishness. Reason argued for rest while
hormones urged action.
I stood.
My head spun with the rush of blood. Lights flashed, a cool breeze blew
through my mind, and I knew.
And now I am back from the desert. I have heard the voice of God, and so
am obliged to share the Truth with all my brothers. Yes; we can indeed be
MACHO - WITHOUT THE MESS!
continued next page...
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Macho without the mess
All I needed to do was to cull through my gear, select the most
unlikely lure, rig it, trail it, and relax. If a fish actually took my
bait I would deem it an Act-of-God and rise to the occasion.
But so far, God had not intervened. Several days passed;
conditions continued to improve; and I was not bothered by
aquatic troublemakers. My luck held. I was off the hook at last.
Or was I?
It seems inevitable that employing such a cock-eyed scheme
should raise ethical questions. Just how far could I push this
absurdity and still esteem myself a fisherman? Obviously,
towing an old sea-boot off the transom does not constitute
fishing but what if I rigged a naked Barbie with a treble-hook
dangling from her butt. No; I needed to set parameters.
This is how I have come to see it: If a lure is manufactured for
the express purpose of catching fish and is properly rigged to
appropriate tackle, then I can affirm that I am actually fishing
and, despite any outward appearances, am not a shameless
whuss.
Certainly, such a high-minded platitude will beg moral
questions. What about home-made lures; exactly what
constitutes “appropriate” tackle, you ask? All I can answer is
that personal morality is, well…, personal. Every man must
search his own heart. I can only advise you to trust your
instincts.
Do not be afraid. If it feels right DO IT!
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A special offer from DG Marine
DG Marine, Australian Distributors of Rolly Tasker Sails, are pleased to announce their
campaign for the supply of custom made Screechers, Cruising Code Zeros and Heavy
Weather Spinnakers.
The sail cloth being used is white Bainbridge MPEX 250, 300, 350 spinnaker cloth (2.5, 3.0, 3.5 oz) with all
sails made to our highest Offshore Specification.
The sails will be Full Radial design using the very latest SMART Azure sail design programme incorporating
plotting and cutting technology which when, combined with Rolly Tasker Sails legendary hand finishing,
ensures every customer will receive an absolute top quality product.
These sails can be supplied with an anti-torsion rope spliced to standard or proprietary thimbles.
Cruising Code Zeros are an nice addition to an existing sail wardrobe adding that extra power and
performance in lighter winds especially for modern cruisers with smaller or non overlapping headsails.
In an exclusive agreement with Wichard Pacific, DG Marine are offering a custom made sail with a
matching Facnor or Profurl unit producing an extremely attractive package for Owners looking to enhance
their sail wardrobe.

For more information and to get a quote
please contact Derick Warne on:
0438 563 164
or visit our website
www.dgmarine.com.au
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Sea Sure Ltd announce Southern Seas Marine
as an Australian Dinghy Distributor
For a number of years Southern Seas Marine has successfully acted as a key distributor of Blakes
Lavac Taylors (BLT), 3 brands that are owned and manufactured by Sea Sure Ltd in Southampton
UK. BLT are world renowned for manufacturing classic heaters, cookers and toilets for the leisure
marine industry. Southern Seas Marine's success with the distribution of these 3 brands has led to
them also taking on Sea Sure's Dinghy Transom product.
Sea Sure are world leaders in the design and manufacturing of dinghy rudder stocks and transom
fittings, supplying components for every Olympic Games since the company's inception.
Managing Director Graham Brown commented “it is fantastic that Southern Seas Marine will be
distributing and marketing our transom fitting range across Australia. We see Australia as a key
area for our range of products as there is a vast amount of dinghy sailors from grass roots through
to their extremely successful Olympic sailing teams, and now they all have easy access to our
products.”
For more information please contact Southern Seas

Southern Seas Marine
Gold Coast City Marina
A6/58 Waterway Drive
Coomera QLD 4209

Ph: 07 5502 9666
sales@southernseasmarine.com
www.southernseasmarine.com
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Another sucessful SeaLink Magnetic Island Race Week
By Di Pearson, SMIRW media
Photos by Andrea Francolini
Townsville Yacht Club's SeaLink Magnetic Island Race Week
came to an end after six days of sailing and fun - a sailing
event like no other in Australia.
Coming into the final race, Peter Lowndes' Lyons 49, Wine
Dark Sea, led PHS Division 1 by five points from TYC
Commodore, John Stokes Mach 1 and Adrian Walters Shaw
11 Metre Little Nico (NSW). This division sailed six races,
one more race that the other divisions. “We're sweating
on whether Mr Thompson (PRO Denis Thompson) will pull
down the AP,” he said, referring to their leading position. No
sooner had he said it than the AP came down.

photo by Mark Chew

And sadly their dream finished there when Adrian Walters
and his Shaw 11 Metre Little Nico won Race 6 and took the
series by four points from Wine Dark Sea with TYC
Commodore, John Stokes finishing third with his Bavaria
Match 38, Mach 1.
Little Nico, from Sydney, named for Walters' daughter
Nicoleta (nicknamed Nico and Little Nico), was a family
affair with Walters' wife Sonja and son Aaron sailing along
with Mitch White, Peter Ryan, Steve Perks, Bryony Gregory
and Gus Williams, who recently won the Youth Match Racing
Worlds with Harry Price and Tara Blanc Ramos.
continued next page...
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SeaLink Magnetic Island Race Week
“We couldn't have asked for a better course,” Walters said ashore. There
was a lot of reaching in 8-16 knots on a 19 mile course. It's been a hard but
fun week. The harder you go, the more you get punished on handicap, so
it's pleasing to win,” he said. “Mitch and the boys give it their all we go out
early training, practicing sets and gybes etc.
“It's a fantastic regatta very laid-back and chilled with a lot of
camaraderie,” said the Maggie Race Week first timer.
Vanilla 2 and Vanilla 1 from Victoria were, paradoxically, on equal points
sharing the Division 2 lead. The final race decided it in favour of Vanilla 2,
skippered by Doug Shields, her third place today giving her seven point
advantage over Vanilla 1, skippered by Steve 'Harpo' Harper. Little Miss
Sunshine (Sam Pavic) also from Victoria, took third place.
Geoff Adams S99, Rampallion (Vic) led Division 3 from Rainbow (Stuart
Cocker, Qld) and the elegant Oasis (David Keyes-Tilley, Vic), but it was the
fun crew of Librian, owned by Stanley Barnes who stole the show and the
top trophy by winning the final race .

Sitting to leeward was standard fare

Librian won by one point from Rampallion, with a further point to Rainbow
10th and eighth respectively in the last race.

Island and here at Magnetic it's our third time here and we're thrilled to
win,” Cable said.

In the Non-Spinnaker Division, Lady Virginia (Nicholas Cable, (Vic) was in
the top spot going into the final race and won from Lady Katherine (Peter
McDonald, Qld) by just a point and Poppy (Michael Phillips, SA) by a further
point. Both have been her toughest adversaries all week.

“We've had a lot of fun here a lovely time we really enjoyed Richard and
Karen's barbecue at Cape Upstart too. We did our very best today (they
were third in this race which was won by Lady Katherine, with Chloe (Ian
Burns), a local boat third. We had fierce competition. I'll be 70 in April and
feel like I've done it all I can go happy,” he said.

“We came all the way from Melbourne, we campaigned her at Hamilton
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continued next page...

SeaLink Magnetic Island Race Week
The Multihulls were an all-Townsville affair led by Mistress (Dennis
Coleman), with Salacia (Ian Johnson) and The Boat (Graeme Etherton), hot
on her heels, one point behind on equal points. So Coleman finally got the
win he has hankered over for years.
Mistress, a Corsair Sprint Mk1, finished third in the final Race 5 to take the
overall win by two points to Graeme Etherton's Crowther Windspeed 32 Cat,
The Boat, while Rupert King's Re1066t jumped up into third after winning
Race 5.
Coleman, whose crew is a tight-knit affair of eight years, includes son
Nathan and Scott McInerney, a dab Contender sailor, who helms the boat.
Prior to racing, Coleman and McInerney agreed: “We'd be happy if they
cancelled racing today it's our best shot we'd win!”
“Actually I'd be happy if we were even second or third it would be the first
time, we always end up fourth,” said Coleman, who fixes machinery in a
meatworks by day and works with pizzas by night and has never missed
Magnetic Island Race Week.

Beautiful Oasis took line honours for a third time

“We always start out well, so when we win, the handicapper nobbles us.
Today will be interesting to see how it pans out,” added McInerney as the
pair received an SMS to say racing would get underway shortly.

“We're a bit slower than the others, but we've done OK. I think the
handicappers have done a good job with our fleet,” said Johnson who was
thinking the weather might be a bit light on for them today.

“Despite small numbers this year, the competition is fierce. You have to sail
well every day,” said Coleman who loves sailing so much, McInerney says
“he's told the crew: 'If I die while we're racing, finish first, then drag my
body ashore.”

“We absolutely prefer the windier days because we're heavier, but having
said that, we won on the really light day. We found a gust and then the race
was shortened. Lucky us.”
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On one of their main rivals, Salacia, owner Ian Johnson, has sailed here
every year since the event started “and this boat (a Lightwave 38).

continued next page...

SeaLink Magnetic Island Race Week
The fleet as a whole benefited from ideal mid-range breezes on the first two
days of SeaLink Magnetic Island Race Week. Day 3 was light but gave those
specialists their opportunities, and while an AP started Days 3, 4 and 5,
competitors could not complain about those days, because as the racing
progressed, so did the breeze.
Warm sunshine every day, flat water sailing some days, with a little swell and
waves on others.
As Ian Johnson and others pointed out seven degrees in Melbourne, excessive
cold gale-force winds in Sydney, snow in Bass Strait and on Mount Wellington in
Tasmania and cloudy cold wet days in Adelaide versus the sun, green flat water
and tropical setting of Townsville and Magnetic Island. Not to mention the
convivial company you find at this regatta.
“It's like the old style regattas where everyone sits around on their boats at the
marina chatting and then we're all together ashore for the prize giving and
entertainment,” Johnson said and many others echoed throughout the week.
At the official prize giving, the winner of each division will receive a framed
Andrea Francolini photo of their boat taken during the week a special prize that
will be appreciated for years to come. The top three in each division will also
receive trophies.

For this years complete results and information on next
years Race Week enter online via the official website:

www.magneticislandraceweek.com.au
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MARINE INSURANCE
Are you getting the run-a-round trying to find the right cover?
DG Marine is able to help!

From Ferro to Multihulls(including Blue Water Cruising)

Also Third Party only!
get an online quote:

www.dgmarine.com.au
DG Marine - Australian Distributor
dgmarine@bigpond.net.au
0438 563 164

Lessons learned from the BareBones Project

The science of sanding….

By Bob Norson, SC BareBones

The more you know about abrasives used in so called “sandpaper” the less
work you're going to do to get a better result. The stuff you find at the
local hardware store is usually adequate for sanding wood but if you are
working on harder material it will be a frustrating job.
The answers are easy but that didn't keep me from actually listening to the
deadheads at the hardware stores and even abrasive specialists, when they
would make their ex-spurt recommendations. And I should have known
better. I HAD the information and failed to apply it right away. I was a gem
cutter and gemologist, trades that live and breathe hardness and polishing
issues.
It's about hardness! When I say hardness in this context, it means
“scratch-ability and usually applied to minerals. There is a popular scale
for placing substances in order of hardness and that is the Mohs scale. At
the top of the scale is diamond, it is number 10. At the bottom of the scale
is talc, it is number 1. If you have a hard substance to sand you want to
use a 'grit' that is up there on the scale.
The scale isn't linear. Corundum (ruby, sapphire, aluminium oxide) is a 9
on the scale but diamond, a ten, is roughly four times harder but there is
more to that, I'll get to it later.
So you want a hard substance that is reliably fixed to a paper or fabric
backing and you want it easily available and affordable. Let's face it, in a
perfect world we would all use diamond for everything.
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Grit/size matters too. You've seen
the numbers but do you know what they
mean? 180 grit… 60 grit… means if you
have a screen one inch square with 60
holes in the “mesh” for that square inch,
60 grit would be the largest size that
would fall through it. So, the larger the
number, the smaller the grit. For a one
inch screen to be divided into 1000 little
individual squares, it would take a fine
substance to go through it but in the
gem business I worked with 15,000 grit
often.
The process of polishing is nothing more
than proceeding to a fineness of grit that leaves a scratch too fine to see.
And in the gem business, we want it to be too fine to see under a
microscope!
Don't skip steps! So you need to knock off some rough bits. You get out
the rough and nasty 40 grit and go at it. Then you give it a go with120 grit
and think you have it done until you look close and see all those trenches
left from the 40 grit… You've knocked off the mountain tops with the 120
but the valleys persist. Go back and do 60 grit, then 80…. then your 120.
continued next page...

The science of sanding….
Or use a really good quality, (read hard abrasive), of more modest grit, say 60 or 80,
so you don't have as many steps to go through.
And the mention I made about diamond hardness above? Well, if it takes a harder
substance to scratch a softer one, how do you cut and polish a diamond that is at the
top of the scale? The answer is because most minerals have a crystal structure and
a “grain”.
Just like fine timber, diamonds are easier to cut in one direction than another. With
diamond it is about 150 times harder in the wrong direction. With diamond powder
from previous operations sorted into “grit”, a polisher has to orient the stone in the
correct direction facing a wheel loaded with diamond grit and then diamond will cut
and polish diamond.
Speed, temperature and crystal shapes can all have an affect on a substance's
abrasive quality but if you know hardness alone you are ahead of the game. Ask the
dealer what the grit is composed of on a particular item they have or specify the type
of grit you want. If they don't know or worse, they respond to the question by
asking; “what cha goin to use it for?”, which means they haven't got a clue but will
tell you whatever they have the most of is perfect for the job… assume it is rubbish.
I’ve learned the hard way what the appropriate response is to the sales monkey.
Either turn around and just walk out or say, “I’m going to use it for the purpose to
which I intend, now do you know what the grit is or not?”
Sanding is too hard? Find an abrasive specialist. :
www.thesandpaperman.com.au (this is not advertisement)
Get the good stuff and work less.

Hardness 10= diamond
Hardness 9-9.5= silicone carbide, corundum (or aluminun
oxide or alumina), tungsten carbide.
Hardness 8= zirconia, topaz
Hardness 7= quartz, garnet
Hardness 6-7= glass, iron pyrite, silicon.. basically.. sand.
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How I came to Get Acquainted with My Scraper…or…
Why normal People Hate 'Doing Varnish'?
By Stuart Mears, SY Velella
“God how can you bear it …'doing varnish' every day…its soooo boring!” she
says as we pass on the dock; me loaded with the usual paraphernalia
associated with 'doing varnish' for a living. Well, I wasn't always at the
bottom of the food chain I'll have you know… Besides, I happen to like
varnishing; no stress, just switch off and think of England; transforming
trashed teak…it's kinda creative.
Nevertheless the twists and turns in life are truly weird. It gets me
thinking “how indeed did I end up 'doing varnish'?”
The moment when something clicked was probably somewhere back about
1995. I am in the software business at the time, living on the dock at
Cammeray Marina, in Sydney's Middle Harbor and sailing whenever I can.
It's a warm sunny morning as I recall. I am entertaining myself in my
cockpit, by applying an orbital sander and an #80 grit disc, to a piece of
bare teak, preparatory to slapping on a coat of varnish. I should point out
that no-one who knows anything about 'doing varnish' rips into bare teak
with an orbital and ANY grade disc…period! I didn't know that then. But I
was about to find out.
So while mindlessly butchering away at this piece of teak with the orbital, I
become aware of 'a presence' standing, watching me. No need to look up; I
know instinctively who the presence is! A cold hand touches my heart. It

constricts in my chest. I know that I am about to be delivered in judgment.
Something also tells me the judgment won't be favorable! The tension rises.
I keep sanding…Brrrrrrp Brrrrrrp… Brrrrrrrp. He's still standing, watching…
silent….watching… the sword of Damocles raised and about to fall
…Brrrrrp….Brrrrrp. After a pregnant moment like an eternity, Noel Barrott
says quietly: “About time you got acquainted with your scraper… don't you
think?” He walks off.
The words penetrate my psyche like a cold blade between my ribs. “About
time you got acquainted with your scraper!” Away with the heretical
implement! Abomination! A quiet man then in his fifties, Noel was a
traditional shipwright of the old school. He had sailed the earth in his own
boat minus an engine; and was in the process of doing so again in the 58'
ketch “Sina”, which he had built himself in Whangarei. He had sailed his
boat to the Antarctic; been rolled end for end in the southern ocean and
survived. Later in 2004, he was to be awarded the blue water medal by the
Cruising Club of America in His judgment, always understated and quietly
delivered, was shall we say; heavyweight.
This was perhaps the moment when I first really noticed the qualities of
brightwork. How do the cognoscenti achieve that perfect golden glass like
finish, that brings forth the patterns of grain in nature's incomparable
artwork? They say the moment you embark upon the spiritual path is the
moment when you realize you know nothing. The road to brightwork
perfection is a bit like that.
continued next page...
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Scraper & varnish
But of course, not everyone agrees that the journey is worth the candle. A
mate of mine frequently regales me with 52 variants upon the same story of
how he finally gave up maintaining his boat's bright work and painted over
the whole damned lot; and like… when am I going to see the light??. It's a
rational response I know; but I couldn't bring myself to paint over
brightwork. “But why …in this climate you'd have to be a nutter not to?” I
never really had an answer. It was one of those questions that; like a
paspalum seed sticking to your socks, had buried in my mind for future
reference.
The other week end I am listening to a week-end radio program. The
presenter is talking with the visionary Architect Christopher Alexander.
Christopher is talking about the nature of order and the soulnessness of
modern cities and asks how is it so? When you look at a modern building he
asks, what does your heart say? What do you feel? To understand this
question he says; imagine a world in which real trees and plants are replaced
by aluminum and plastic imitations. Imagine that for some reason this trend
becomes fashionable. Everywhere the real thing is replaced with fake
imitations, until real trees and plants disappear to become an oddity, a
curiosity rarely encountered. In this nightmare scenario what would our
world he asks, be like? If you are imagining what it would be like he says,
you are picturing the modern world as it is fast becoming.
Christopher Alexander wasn't talking about the modern world of boats, but
he might well have been. It's the best answer I could give for embracing the
deep commitment to a boat, that is epitomized by maintaining its
brightwork. It's something to do with a deep kind of psychic satisfaction; a
recognition of order. And brightwork is really all about commitment. It's not
rational like for-instance, economic rationality is supposed to be rational. In
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the summer of 2003/4 when we were moored in Brisbane, the mosquitoes
were the worst we ever experienced. To combat the squadrons at sunset, we
tried various antidotes, among which on one occasion was a mosquito coil.
Not being familiar with this implement, I managed to burn a deep coil
imprint into the varnished wooden hatch cover that is a step into the cabin.
Every time I looked at that burn mark in the wood grain it was like a splinter
in my heart, worse than looking at varnish all grey and peeling. I put up with
it telling myself that there were many more serious maintenance issues to
deal with, higher on the list of priorities; and indeed there were. But finally;
no longer able to stand the psychic pain, I ripped out the hatch in a frenzy,
routed out the offending piece and had some new guinea rosewood milled up
and glued in place. Six coats of varnish and suddenly the hatch looks
fabulous and everything else in our little saloon looks a bit shabby by
comparison.
God I feel better!
No doubt about it;
I'm sick? And what's
more, the heart
rules the head and I
don't care! I know
what I have to do in
order to feel good. I
am well acquainted
with my scraper; my
Makita orbital knows
it's place in the
World and God is in
heaven.

Stuart

Why DIY is always the best way to sell your boat
By Stuart Mears,
SY Velella & Author of “OVER- BOATED?”
When it comes to selling a boat, the vendor's first
impulse is often to hand-ball responsibility over to a
yacht broker. Maybe the boat has become a mental
block; maintenance has been neglected and the
vendor just wants it gone.
But the reality is that this mindset is an open invitation
to rape. Bend over if you must, but it's not to be
recommended as a recipe for survival, let alone
financial prosperity.
A big part of the reason why boat prices have crashed
since 2007 has to do with precisely this dysfunctional
vendor mindset against a backdrop of generalized
financial stress.
There is a very powerful reason why this tactic fails
every time; which is also the reason why DIY is
nowadays the only way to go.
The reason has nothing to do with broker commission.
While the broker's commission is often cited by
vendors, the rationale for DIY has absolutely nothing
to do with cutting out the middle man and saving
commission.
The yacht broker business model is about getting deals
across the line. And even though the boat vendor pays

the broker's commission, for multiple reasons it's the vendor
not the buyer that will be leant upon in a price negotiation. The
vendor is already in the broker's pocket. The buyer on the other
hand represents not only an immediate opportunity, but also
future business because every buyer becomes a vendor. The
broker leans on the vendor and price takes a hit.
The thing is, buyer emotion trumps price every time. But
activating buyer emotion must begin the moment your
prospective buyer discovers your vessel on the Internet. If
you're serious about selling your boat for its true worth, you
absolutely need know how to activate buyer emotional
response. Step by step, it's in the book.
A SPECIAL OFFER FROM STUART AND ITS FREE!
DIY boat vendor advertisers in the The Coastal Passage now
have access to a free copy of OVER-BOATED? (the book) in
whichever format is e-reader compatible. If you are one of
them send me an email at editor@over-boated.com and
specify your e-reader.
Additionally the author offers TCP advertisers a critique of your
boat for sale presentation a few suggestions that is to
improve response and better your chances of hooking the ideal
buyer.
And like his sainted mother was fond of saying: “no one likes a
smart arse”…he promises to be on his best behavior, to be
positive and encouraging at all times, so no reason not to take
him up on the offer.
It's free…promise!

w w.overboated.com
www.overboated.com

w w.arcturusnordhavn46forsale.com

Boats & stuff for sale
See the web site for more information and payment details:

www.thecoastalpassage.com/boatsforsale.html

email TCP: mail@thecoastalpassage.com
with photos and text. We do the rest!

Helen of Troy is for sale
Located at Bayview Harbour Yacht Squadron,
Runaway Bay, QLD
Michael: Ph: 0408 752 301
Email: sales@southernseasmarine.com
For more photos & details see:
www.thecoastalpassage.com/monohulls.html

$35,000
1979 Currawong 30
Totally rebuilt from the ground up 2014. Helen of Troy was out
of the water for 4 years at my house and the final 3 months at
Gold Coast City Marina. All work was professionally done.

PACIFICA is for sale

1979 Cavalier 32 ft sloop
Located at Yorkeys Knob Marina

Phone: 0418 773 805
Email: suesey194@hotmail.com

$45,000
For more pics see: www.thecoastalpassage.com/monohulls.html

Well cared for yacht only 3 owners in 38 years.
Easy to handle, rigged for the lone sailor with
auto helm installed. Slipped in April 2017antifouled and surveyed for insurance. Ready
to go anywhere. $45,000

Imagine is for sale

1995 14mtr Simpson
Australian registered yacht. Large &
spacious cruising cat, proven offshore
voyager. Owner built to high standard.
All amenities inc. washer/dryer. Twin
diesels in good order & all the nav gear
plus charts-paper & electronic.
Everything to go anywhere
PRICE REDUCED TO $228.000
Located Gold Coast, QLD.
Contact Alan:
0432 967 072

email almacevanshd@gmail.com
For more details see: www.thecoastalpassage.com/multihulls.html

FreeFall is for sale

A BARGAIN at $55,000
Includes brand new
power tilt outboards!

10m SEAWIND
Located Seaforth (Mackay)
contact Mike: 0448 413 538
For more details see: www.thecoastalpassage.com/multihulls.html

Paradise is for sale
$155,000

36ft x 20ft Bridge deck Fibreglass sailing
catamaran launched December, 1991. One
owner, Aust Registered Ship 855122. Built
by Ostac Brisbane (Farrier trimaran builder)
now Corsair Marine. Sydney Boat Show
display vessel 1992 & 1993.
Luxury
internal fitout.
Full headroom below. 3
Double cabins, huge galley, separate toilet &
shower on bridgedeck.
Foam cored
fibreglass with mini keels & hydraulic
steering to spade rudders. Fitted out for
long term & remote cruising/living aboard.

Berthed in Darwin, Northern Territory
(airfare refunded on purchase)
Phone Steve: 0437 747 696
email: swagner@optusnet.com.au
For more details see:
www.thecoastalpassage.com/multihulls.html

Vision is for sale

50ft Steel Pilothouse Cruising Ketch
more on next page...
more on next page...

Vision is for sale

120 HP MWM 6 cylinder diesel,
reconditioned BW gearbox, new
uni's in jack shaft, reconditioned 3
cylinder Kubota driving 8kva 4 pole
genset, runs at 1500 rpm, much
wiring renewed, new led interior
lighting, new battery banks, fully
repainted, tankage for 1700 litres
diesel and 800 litres water, some
new electronics, massive amount
of storage, plenty of hanging
lockers, this is a big yacht with 6ft
8in headroom throughout.
Large aft cabin with queen size
double, ensuite, with another head
forward. New stove and new gas
installation, new stainless sink,
12V fridge/freezer in galley and a
microwave.
Large engine room allowing excellent
all around access to engines for routine
servicing.

Hull is 6mm Corten medium tensile steel, reputed to be more rust
resistant than mild steel, this boat is well equipped for long range
liveaboard cruising, and furlers on headsail and in main and mizzen masts
simplifies short handed sailing. Dual helms, on covered aft deck and in
pilothouse.

Large ice box forward could easily be
refrigerated. Hot and cold water with
new hot water service. 2 x 12V
macerator toilets with holding tank on
forward head.

This vessel has recently undergone an extensive refit and there doesn't Nicely varnished timber finishes
throughout in a generally light, bright,
appear to be anything left to spend.

interior. Large furling genoa has been
sailmaker inspected and new UV protection
strips added. In mast furling main and
mizzen sails.
No expense spared refit recently completed
with the view of long range world cruising
and unfortunately unexpected health
problems have put paid to these plans and
the boat has reluctantly been placed on the
market, at well below cost and well under
insured value of $220,000. Now reduced to
$165,000 this is good value for money. More
details on www.nqboats.com.au

MOULDS FOR SALE

and/or SHED FOR RENT

52 feet
Burgess
Catamaran
Would you like to
build one of these?

Finished boat available for
inspection near Tweed Heads, NSW
For more info:
ph: 0418 746 773
email: bobburgessb52@gmail.com

18x12mtr. / 60x40ft.
Power & water
Quiet & clean
Located near south
Tweed Heads, NSW
For more info:
ph: 0418 746 773
email: bobburgessb52@gmail.com

LIZARD YACHTS
Peter Kerr designs
Plans For the Amateur and Professional Builder
In ALUMINIUM to Survey standards if required
POWER AND SAIL 7m - 15m

This site will feature building projects from as great a
variety of materials and build methods as possible.
If it's a cat or any project that relates or enlightens
we want to feature it here. How about yours??

Share your experience or learn from others

www.lizardyachts.com.au
www.buildacat.com

pete@lizardyachts.com.au
0428 857 336

ADVERTISE IN THE COASTAL PASSAGE!

The Coastal Passage

AD RATES for TCP
(inc GST)*

Full page: $200
2 full pages (per edition): $350
Three full pages (per edition):
$400
½ page: $175
Two half pages (per edition): $300
This also includes a full page of content
in Boating News - a chance to explain
fully, the advantages of your product or
service.
"HOT LINKS" to your web site and
email address on your ads!
If you have a request for prices on
blocks of ads not mentioned above,
email your request.
We are happy to assist in you ad design
layout, and editorial content.
*There may be extra charges for production
depending on the complexity of ad.

For more information on advertising go to:

Deadline for TCP 87:
www.thecoastalpassage.com/advertiseinTCP.html OR email us at: mail@thecoastalpassage.com
Nov 24, 2017

